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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine two elements of 

popular Attic culture as they appear in Old Comedy: the so-called 

Attic scolia, and the ritualized abuse often associated with 

cult, which takes the form of the abuse-lyrics so prominent in 

the iambic scenes. This will be done primarily through a re

examination of an old article by Ernst Wtist [Philologus 77 

(1921)]. This is necessary in that WUst1s arguments seem to have 

been accepted as valid. It will be shown that, although there are 

Attic scolia present in Old Comedy (in different . forms, e.g. in 

partial citations and in parody), they are not as pervasive and 

do not playas formative role in the structure of Old Comedy as 

Wtist asserted. As for the abuse-lyrics, it will be shown that 

they derive from several traditions of invective: primarily from 

the cultic aLaXPoAoYLa and the good-natured abuse frequently 

associated with religious celebrations, especially those peculiar 

to women, but also from the Iambographers, whose influence is 

explicitly attested by the comic poets themselves. In addition, 

in both parts of this thesis the frequent use of forms of folk

poetry, and the significance of this, will be demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION 

More than the other genres of ancient Greek literature, 

Attic comedy drew extensively upon the Realien of contemporary 

Athens. This is true both of Old Comedy and the New, but much 

more so of Old Comedy, since Old Comedy embraced a far greater 

range of the life and activity in Classical Athens than the 

limited and stereotypical plots of the later comedy. This aspect 

.of Old Comedy is true to such an extent that much of what we know 

of many areas of popular Athenian culture in the fifth century is 

directly derived from the evidence supplied by the remains of Old 

Comedy. 

This use of popular Realien runs the entire gamut of 

political, religious, and social life of fifth century Athens, so 

that passages frequently appear which involve the simulation of 

e.g. the proceedings of the law-courts, the political assemblies, 

and religious institutions, such as the established cult-rituals, 

and hymn- and prayer-forms. 1 

It is just this popular element in Old Comedy which will 

be the focus of this thesis. It will deal in particular with two 

lE.g. Ach. 263-79 (religious procession), Vesp. 891 ff. 
(court-scene), Thesm. 295-371 (political assembly), Ranae 316 ff. 
(religious procession). 

1 
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elements widespread in the popular culture of fifth-century 

Athens: the musical-poetical performances at symposia, in 

particular the Attic scolia; and ritualized abuse, which is found 

as part of several of the religious festivals. 

While there has been little done in the past about the 

use of Attic scolia in Old Comedy, there has been much work done 

on the use and origins of the Comic invective; but this has been 

done in connection with invective in all its forms and in all 

parts of the comic drama. This thesis will be concerned only with 

the abuse uttered by the chorus in the form of brief lyrics and 

located in the iambic parts of Old Comedy. 

Only one scholar has attempted to deal with these two 

elements in a comprehensive manner: Ernst Wtist,2 tried to 

demonstrate 1) that Attic scolia were included in the iambic 

scenes of Old Comedy in accordance with a tradition of the genre, 

and 2) that the choral abuse-lyrics could in many instances be 

described as gephyrismus, a type of popular, ritualized abuse 

attested for certain religious festivals. Wtist thought that 

Aristophanes habitually used this gephyrismus in a way which 

establishes that he (Aristophanes) was closely imitating the 

popular ritual. This fact Wtist thought could be deduced from the 

repeated use of certain metrical and stanzaic forms, and from the 

content of the abuse. 

2'Skolion und r€~uplap6~ in der alten Komodie,' 
Philologus 77 (1921): 26-45. 



The discussion of the topics raised in this thesis will 

be divided into two chapters. Chapter Two will deal with the 

question of the Attic scolia, the third with the question of the 

gephyrismus. 
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In Chapter Two we shall examine the use of Attic scolia 

in Old Comedy. As has already been mentioned~ Wtist thought that 

he could distinguish a pattern in the choral lyrics of the iambic 

scenes which revealed a regular use of Attic scolia which were 

included through the force of tradition. However, it will become 

clear that apart from a few actual examples, his theory will not 

withstand examination. We shall see that Wtist uses the wrong 

criteria for establishing the existence of scolia in Old Comedy: 

in order to establish the desired pattern in the lyrics, he 

creates something called 'Kombdienskolien', whose definition is 

so broad as to be meaningless. What will also become clear (and 

this will have some bearing for Chapter Three) is that 

Aristophanes (and the other comic poets, it may reasonably be 

presumed) frequently made use of the contemporary folk-music in 

some of the examples which Wtist identifies as scolia. That is, 

Aristophanes uses lyrics of a simple sort, clearly imitative of 

popular melodies such as can only be supposed to have had their 

sources in the folk-music of contemporary Athens. 

We shall see too that there are real examples of scolia 

to be found in Old Comedy. All the real examples, however, are 

unmistakable: they are either quoted and named as scolia (cf. 

Wasps 1222 ff.), or are parodied in an obvious manner . These 



scolia are not used in the programmatic and structural manner 

described by Wlist. 
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Chapter Three will deal with the questions which the 

abuse lyrics raise, in particular with regard to their relation 

to gephyrismus, a relationship which Wlist (in the article cited) 

suggests exists. Wlist sought to demonstrate that abuse-lyrics 

were included in a fixed pattern, and we shall examine this 

assertion as well. It will be necessary to distinguish between 

the different types of abuse commonly practised by different 

groups in classical Athens: cultic abuse; gephyrismus (if this is 

to be separated from cultic abuse); iambic abuse, as found in 

Archilochus and Hipponax (as will be seen this too may have had 

cultic origins or inspiration). Naturally the dividing lines 

between these groups, separated for convenience, will not always 

be distinct. It will therefore be necessary to show how the 

abuse-lyrics differ from one another, and fall into identifiable 

groups. 

The apparent connection of the abuse in the parodos of 

the Ranae with the Eleusinian Mysteries has caused a general 

supposition of a connection between lyric abuse in Old Comedy and 

cult. This, in connection with our information about cultic 

alaXPoAoyLa, and the possible origin of comedy with popular 

cultic performances, does make the association of comic abuse 

with cult possible, and worth examining. Further, the use in Old 

Comedy of obscene language is frequent, and in this it bears a 

strong similarity to the practice of the Iambographers. The only 
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other possible source for this habit is cultic alcrXPoAoyla. Both 

have been seen as the source for obscenity in Old Comedy. In this 

connection the question of just what Y€$vpLap6~ is becomes 

important: is it cultic abuse, or simply a form of popular 

bawdiness which had become loosely associated with the cult, and 

if the latter, would there be any difference in the form that it 

takes? 

The conclusion will be that the non-parabatic choral 

abuse, inasmuch as it appears in the form of simple folk-lyrics, 

may be derived from the Y€$upLap6~, at least as far as this can 

be said with any certainty, while the abuse in the parabases 

shows some of the characteristics of iambographic invective. Of 

course, because of our imperfect knowledge of the iambographic 

genre and of Y€$vpLcr~6~t this conclusion can only be in the form 

of a suggestion. 



CHAPTER TWO: 

THE ATTIC SCOLIA IN OLD COMEDY 

Those plays of Aristophanes (who wrote as a 

representative of the final generation in the development of Old 

Comedy, and so may preserve features which differ from earlier 

comic poets, and perhaps even from his own contemporaries) which 

have been preserved more or less intact reveal a structural 

pattern which is adhered to, with some variation, from play to 

play: after a prologue, which in Aristophanes is always in 

trimeters, ex~ept for an occasional admixture of lyrics,l there 

follows a series of scenes, usually considered as a whole, the 

Parados-Agon-Parabasis, which normally features an elaborate 

pattern of metrically responding passages called, since 

Zielinski's time, 'epirrhematic syzygies'. In these scenes the 

conflict of the play is essent~ally resolved, leaving for the 

final scenes only the working-out of the consequences of the 

Agon. 2 These epirrhematic parts have in the past been the subject 

of extensive analyses which have revealed the formal structure 

1See Sir A. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy, 
Comedy, 2nd ed. rev. T.B.L. Webster, (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1962), 212, for a discussion of this point. 

2K.J. Dover, Aristophanic Comedy (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1972) I 66ff. 
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adhered to by Aristophanes. 3 Less thoroughly analysed (perhaps 

because they are less suitable for such analysis) have been the 

final 'iambic scenes'. By 'iambic scenes' is meant everything 

which follows the parabasis (although these scenes are often 

interrupted by other types of scenes, e.g. Lysistrata 1014-42, 

where a sort of second agon has been introduced). The nature of 

these scenes discourages any attempt to identify structures which 

are as formally contrived as the epirrhematic syzygies of the 

Parodos-Agon-Parabasis. Among those who have tried, however, is 

Ernst WUst, who attempted to identify certain formal elements in 

these scenes: his conclusions will form the starting-point and 

basis for this investigation. 

Wtist's Theory 

Wtist4 tried to show that in the iambic scenes the comic 

poets followed a convention which dictated the inclusion of 

scolia (or scolia-like songs) and ritualized abuse-lyrics 

(typical of certain religious festivals). We shall be concerned 

in this chapter, however, only with the first part of his 

argument, that Aristophanes and the other comic poets inserted 

3E.g. by Th. Zielinski, Die Gllederung der altattlschen 
Komodle (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1885); and T. Gelzer, Der 
epirrhematische Agon bei Aristophanes, Zetemata 23 (Munich, 
1960) . 

4Ernst Wtist, 'Skolion und r€$upLap6~ in der alten 
Kombdie,' Philologus 77 (1921): 26-45. Hereafter cited as "Wtist, 
Skolion." 
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Attic scolia into the iambic scenes as a traditional and 

therefore formal element of the comic drama. 5 

Wtist begins by presenting the clearest and (I think) most 

incontrovertible evidence for his argument, by comparing 1) a 

scolium from Athenaeus XV 694d (Scolium 4 in Page's Poetae Melici 

Graeci6 ) : 

~n nav, 'ApKaola~ ~€oWV KAeevva~, 
6px~crLa, ~po~laL~ o"ao€ NU~$aL~, 
yeAacreLa~, ~ nav, t"' t~al~ 

eti$pocrL Lalcro' bOLoal~ Kexap~~€vo~. 
_vv_v __ vv_v_7 

with 2) Cratinus Fr. 359 K.-A.: 

XaLp', ~ xpucr6Kepw~ ~a~aKLa K~AWV, 
nav, neAaayLKov )/Apyo~ t~~aLeuwv 

and 3) Aristophanes, Eccles. 938-45: 

Neavla~· Et8' tEijv "ap~ LB V€~ Ka8eudelv, 
Kal ~n 'deL "pOLepOv dlacr"Oo~craL 

bvacrL~ov ~ "pecr~UL€pav· 
00 y~p avacrxeLov LOUL6 y' tAeu8€p~. 

rpau~· ol~w~wv &pa vn ~La ~oo~crel~. 
00 y~p Lb"l XapLE€v~~ Lao' ecrLLv. 

KaL~ LeV v6~ov LauLa "OLelV 
~crLl dLKaLov, eld~~oKpaLou~e8a. 

5Wtist, Skolion, 26: "Im folgenden sei der Versuch 
gemacht, einen wesentlichen Teil gerade dieser lyrischen 
Einschiebsel in einen groBeren Zusammenhang zu bringen und zu 
zeigen, daB auch in ihrer Anordnung der Dichter einem in der 
Bltltezeit der alten Komodie bereits zum Zwang erstarrten 
Herkommen sich ftlgte." 

6The Attic scolia will be cited by Page's [Poetae Melici 
Graeci (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962)] enumeration 
throughout. 

7The last verse is printed as Wtist reads it: it is 
corrupt in Athenaeus. Wtist's version corresponds metrically with 
the other scolia, 1-6 Page, with which it surely must correspond, 
although Page obelizes most of the final line. 
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As Wtist shows, there is a correspondence of contents (and metre) 

between 1) and 2), and of metre between 1) and 3).8 From this 

correspondence he deduces the widespread popularity of this tune 

and this subject-matter (hymns to Pan), which he takes as support 

for the belief (following Reitzenstein9 ) that a book of drinking-

songs existed at Athens by the middle of the fifth century, and 

that this collection provided melodies to which guests at 

symposia could substitute their own words. He cites as the best 

evidence for this the four scolia on the topic of Harmodius and 

Aristogeiton (10-13P.) which, in Wtist1s view, represent the 

efforts of different symposiasts to compose a song on a 

traditional topic. 10 

Central to his argument is his attempt to use the two 

short songs from the Ecclesiazusae to show that Reitzenstein's 

definition of scolia is too narrow. This definition is as 

follows: Kurze Lieder, welche in einfachster Form den Nachhall 

bertihmter Dichtungen oder belm Gelage bellebter Erzahlungen, 

kurze Ausftihrungen eines allbekannten Sprichworts oder eine Gnome 

8Wtist, Skolion, 26 f. 

9Richard Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion (GieSen: J. 
Ricker'sche Buchhandlung, 1893; reprint, Hildesheim / New York: 
Georg Olms, 1970): 13 ff. 

lOWUst, Skolion, 27-28, but this is a controversial 
topic: cf., for example, R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 
22 ff., C.M. Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry, 2nd ed., (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1956): 393 ff., Victor Ehrenberg, 'Das 
Harmodioslied, I Wiener Studien 69 (1956): 57 ff., and M. van der 
Valk, IOn the Composition of the Attic Scolia, I Hermes 102 
(1974): 6 ff. 
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bilden; ursprtinglich sicher Improvisationen, gehen sie auf keinen 

Verfasser zurtick; es sind 'Volkslieder' .11 

Wtist, therefore, wishes to distinguish two types of 

scolia: the normal sympotic kind as in the collection in 

Athenaeus, and what he refers to as 'Kombdienskolien' ,12 of which 

the two songs pointed out in the Ecclesiazusae would be examples. 

He takes as the 'essential, typifying features' of 

'Kombdienskolien' that they are closely bound to the plot of the 

drama and thus do not destroy the dramatic illusion (as does 

happen, for example, with the parabasis), and that each example 

of 'Kombdienskolien' contains within itself a complete 'Gedanke' 

which is not a generalized statement, but which is a continuation 

of tne plot. 13 However, on this one must comment that it is clear 

that by this definition 'Kombdienskolien' can never (or almost 

never) have the same subject-matter as regular scolia, since they 

must form part of the action of the comedy, which means that the 

presence of such scolia can be revealed only by the existence of 

metrical schemes which are paralleled in known scolia. Wtist's 

definition holds true only for the two songs from the 

Ecclesiazusae: these songs take the metrical form of the Pan-

11R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 21. 

12Wtlst, Skolion, 28. 

13Wtlst, Skolion, 28: "Diese Skolien sind mit dem 
umgebenden Kombdiendialog aufs engste verflochten, treten nicht 
etwa wie die Parabase, die Illusion zerreiBend, aus dem tibrigen 
Text heraus; sie behandeln zwar in sich abgeschlossen je einen 
Gedanken, aber nicht einen allgemeinen, tlberhaupt keinen Gedanken 
von hbherer Bedeutung; sie sind einfach eine Fortftihrung des 
Gesprachs, der Kombdienhandlung in anderer Form." 



scolium, (and are probably, in the first line, eta' ~efiv K~A, a 

parody of an established scolium-formula14 ) while at the same 

time the subject-matter of the songs continues the plot of the 

play. (It is more difficult, however, to be sure about Wtist's 

other example, Cratinus Fr.359 K.-A. It is undoubtedly in its 

subject-matter and in its metrical form typical of an Attic 

scolium. That it is a scolium cannot be doubted; to fulfil the 

other criteria of Wtist's definition it would be necessary to 

11 

ascertain from which part of the play it comes. Molly Whittaker15 

suggested that it formed part of the parabasis. If this is so, it 

could not fit into Wtist's scheme; but Whittaker's suggestion is 

hardly provable one way or the other.) Where, however, undeniable 

metrical parallels do not exist it becomes impossible to call a 

lyric passage a scolium. 

Important in his argument for 'Kombdienskolien' is his 

belief that there were two parts to the typical symposium, the 

first featuring the performance of 'Vaterlandsliedern' about the 

native gods and heroes, the second featuring songs reflecting the 

more drunken state of the guests. He believes that this 

14Cf. Seolium 6 (889 PMG): eta' ~efiv 6rroL6~ ~L~ ~v 
€Kaa~O~ K~A. This example (Eeel. 938-45) points to the fact that 
when Aristophanes imitates the Attic scolia, the parody is clear 
and unmistakable: both the metre and the first line of the 
scolium are imitated; compare the examples from the Wasps 1226, 
etc. 

15Molly Whittaker, 'The Comic Fragments in their Relation 
to the Structure of Old Attic Comedy,' CQ 29 (1935): 188. 



distinction is evident both in the scolia in Athenaeus, and in 

the 'Komodiensskolien' of Old Comedy. 16 

12 

The final important point in Wtist's argument is that the 

songs cited from the Ecclesiazusae (938-45) occur exactly 

(arithmetisch, p.29) in the middle of the iambic scenes (700-

1181). Throughout the article he reiterates his assertion that 

scolia were regularly placed by Aristophanes in the middle of the 

iambic scenes. Following this he analyses all the lyrics which he 

believes support his argument. 

This, I think, is a fair summary of Wtist's theory of 

'Komodienskolien'. I intend to show that Wtist was mistaken and 

that ~is definition of 'Komodienskolien' is so broad as to be of 

little practical use. In addition Wtist's definition is unclear as 

to what exactly his 'Komodienskolien' are: are they scolia in the 

accepted sense? i.e. what relation do they bear to actual scolia? 

Wtist does not make this clear. It will be seen that few of the 

lyrics discussed by Wtist can be called scolia (that is if the 

term scolia is to have any real meaning). Upon examination, 

however, it will become apparent that some of the lyrics which 

Wtist calls scolia are in fact lyrics of the sort which were 

likely to have been adapted from contemporary folk-songs. This in 

turn will lead to the examination of the other lyrics of the 

iambic scenes for further evidence of popular song-forms. Direct 

evidence for such forms can be derived from a study of those few 

16Wtist, Skolion, 28. 
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genuine folk-songs which survive from the Classical and the 

Hellenistic periods; these will reveal certain preferred metrical 

schemes and strophic forms which are found to be imitated by the 

comic poets. 

First, however, a brief analysis of the Attic scolia 

will be helpful, both in respect to our discussion concerning 

Wtist1s theory, and to illustrate some aspects of folk-songs 

(among which most of the Attic scolia are to be numbered) in the 

classical period at Athens. 

The Attic Scolia 

The main, and almost only, source for the Attic scolia is 

the collection in Athenaeus, XV 694C ff., and although it is of 

great importance for the definition of the term aKoAlov, it is 

necessary to pass over a discussion of the manner in which the 

scolia were performed: for the purposes of this inquiry we will 

accept the scolia found at the above-mentioned place in Athenaeus 

as representing the most common types of Attic scolia. Of these 

we are interested primarily in the subject-matter and in their 

metrical forms. Their date and authorship is also important, 

however, for Wtist1s argument; this question has been much 

debated, but R. Reitzenstein has shown that this collection 

without much doubt already existed as early as the mid-fifth 

century, and that the arrangement which they take in Athenaeus is 
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equally ancient. 17 There are twenty-five brief songs in this 

collection, lacking names of authors and information on their 

origins. If Reitzenstein's conclusions are correct, their 

arrangement reflects the order in which they would have been sung 

at an actual symposium. 18 

A) Subject-Matter 

The first five scolia concern the gods. The first two (to 

Athena, Demeter and Persephone) contain prayers that these 

goddesses direct and preserve Athens (8p8ou ~~v6e rr6ALvi eO 6€ 

~av6' b~$€rre~ov rroALv). The third is directed to Apollo and 

Artemis, and the fourth to Pan, asking that god to take pleasure 

in the singing of the symposiasts. (As Reitzenstein shows, 

Scolium 5 is closely connected with 4 and emphasizes the popular 

belief at Athens in the importance of Pan in the Greek victory 

over the Persians. 19) The manner in which these simple, anonymous 

songs were derived from the songs of well-known poets can be seen 

from Scolium 4: 

~a TIov, 'ApKa6(a~ ~e6wv KAeevVa~, 
opx~a~a, ~po~laL~ orra6t NU~$aL~, 

yeAaaeLa~, ~ ITav, ~rr' ~~al~ 
e~$poaL ~ala6' bol6aL~ Kexap~~€vo~., 

17R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 13ff. Wilamowitz 
came to the same conclusion independently: Aristoteles und Athen, 
vol. I, (Berlin: Weidmann, 1893: reprint, Berlin / Zurich / 
Dublin, 1966), 316-22. 

18R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 15. 

19R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 14. 



which has been adapted from a Partheneion of Pindar (Fr.95 Sn.-

M. ) : 

~o n~v, 'ApKa6la~ ~€6€wv 
KaL a€~vwv a6u~wv ~uAa~ 

* * * 
Ma~po~ ~€yaAa~ orra6e, 
a€~vav xapLL~v ~€An~a 
~€prrv6v20 

It was a habLt of popular song-making in ancient Greece to take 

15 

the longer, more complex songs ('Kunstlieder') of a professional 

poet like Pindar and, through repeated use and through differing 

musical needs, to alter them: 21 the musical needs of symposiasts 

would of course differ from those of Pindar, so that only that 

part of the Partheneion which could be sung independently of the 

rest of the song would be used by the symposiasts. 

Scolia 10-13, which are in praise of the Tyrannicides 

Harmodius and Aristogeiton, are four songs very similar in their 

content. There has been a good deal of argument over whether 

these are four separate songs, or one song with four strophes. 22 

The answer to this question will be of some importance later, and 

20As colometrized by Bruno Snell, Pindarus, pars altera, 
4th ed., (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1964), 93. Aristophanes also 
apparently makes use of this at Thesm. 977 ff: ' Ep~~v ~€ NOPlOV 
&v'to~al 1\ KaL nova KaL NU/.l~a~ ~lAa~ 1\ errlY€AOaal rrpOeU/.lw~ ~al~ 
n/.l€'t€palal xap€v~a XOp€lal~. 

21Another example of this sort of thing among the Attic 
scolia is Scolium 8 P., which is adapted from Alcaeus (Fr.249 
V.). For a discussion (and bibliography) of this phenomenon 
('zersingen'), and not only in respect to the archaic Greek 
poets, see Wolfgang RosIer, Dichter und Gruppe (Munich: Wilhelm 
Fink Verlag, 1980), 99, and footnote 170 . 

22E.g., C.M. Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry, 2nd ed . , 391 ff.; 
Wtlst, Skolion, 27 f. 
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so must be examined here. Reitzenstein suggests that the division 

of the four strophes into two songs (10-11; 12-13) is a 

possibility. Each group would then begin with the lines: 

tv ~up~ou KAOOL ~O eL~o~ ~oPDaw 
~anep 'Ap~6oLO~ KOL 'ApLa~oyeL~wv. 

In this way in each set of two the first song sets out the deed, 

and the ' second the consequences of the deed. However, he rejects 

this suggestion and opts instead for one song of four strophes. 

He agrees with Hesychius in ascribing the original to 

Callistratus and maintains that the repetition of ~v ~6p~ou KAOOL 

K~A. is the work of conscious artistry on the part of the poet. 

He finds a parallel for this in the scolium of Hybrias, where 

there is also found the use of repetition: 

... o6pu KOL eL~o~ 1 
Kot ~O KOAOV AOLaryLov, rrp6~A~~O xpw~6~' 

* * * 
... o6pu KOt et~o~ 6 

Kot ~O KOAOV AOLaryLov, rrp6~A~~O xpw~6~ 

There is also repetition in oean6~o~ (v.6) and oearr6~ov (v.S) .23 

(He argues that the Harmodius-scolium mentioned in the scholium 

to Acharnians 980 must not be interpolated into the collection in 

Athenaeus. He also rejects Bergk's suggestion that Wasps 1226, 

oooeL~ rrwrro~' aVDP ~yev~' 'ABDVOL~, is the beginning of an actual 

scolium in common use at the time; he believes that it was 

23R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 22 f. There is 
an inconsistency here: earlier (p.21) he distinguishes the Attic 
scolia in Athenaeus from longer and more artistically complex 
scolia, including that of Hybrias. 
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invented by Aristophanes for comic purposes 24 ). This argument, 

however, although superficially attractive, ignores the basic 

characteristic of the Attic scolia, their brevity and anonymity. 

Scolia 15 and 16 are about Telamonian Ajax and his 

father. Scolium 15, 

rraL T€Aa~WVO~ Atav aLx~n~a, A€youaL a€ 
€~ TpoLav 6pLa~ov €A8€LV ~avawv ~€~' 'AXLAA€O, 

is very similar to Alcaeus Fr.48 L.-P.: KpovLoa ~aaLA~o~ y€vO~ 

Alav ~ov &pLa~ov n€o' 'AXLAA€a, which again shows how popular 

songs could be adapted from the work of poets who had attained 

'classic' status. The scholium to Lysistrata 1237 ascribes the 

origin of this scolium to Pindar,25 but Reitzenstein suggests 

that both go back to Homer (8768). Reitzenstein supposes that the 

author of this song had heard the verses of Pindar and Alcaeus in 

praise of Ajax and has made his own version. This, in 

Reitzenstein's view, is an excellent example of how scolia came 

to be written. 26 

Scolium 14, advice to avoid the O€LAOL, is called the 

'logos' of Admetus, a Thessalian hero. The reason for this 

ascription is no longer clear. 27 The sentiment is common in the 

24R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 23, n.l; but 
this is not provable. 

25Nem. 7.26 f. 

26R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 15 f. 

27R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 17. This was a 
popular scolium: cf. Aristoph. Fr.444 K.-A.: 6 ~€v nO€V 'Ao~D~OU 
A6yov np6~ ~uppLvnv, I 6 0' au~6v ~vaYKO~€V {Ap~ooLou ~€AO~. 
Compare also Cratinus Fr. 254 K.-A. 
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Theognidea, e.g. 31-32, 105 W., etc. 28 

The elegiac distich on the subject of Cedon (Scolium 23) 

is also found in Aristotle, (Athen. Pol. ch.20.5), where it is 

explained that Cedon was one of the enemies of the Tyrants. 

Scolium 24 also deals with the period of the overthrow of the 

tyrants, in this case with the death of the anti-tyrants at 

Leipsydrium. 

The non-political scalia are also grouped together in 

similar topics. 17 and 18 (EtSE ~6pa Ka~~ YEvalp~v K~~. and Ete ' 

&~upov Ka~ov YEvolp~v K~~.) exhibit the same scolium formula 

which we saw used in the Ecclesiazusae. Scolium 7 (uYLaLvELv pev 

&pLa~ov K~~. O ) is about the four best things in life. 29 

Philosophical and moral preoccupations are also found in Scolium 

6, which expresses a wish to see within the breast of a friend to 

ascertain if the friend is true. °Reitzenstein believes this to be 

the core of an Aesopian fable. This is possible since Scolium 9 

(6 oe KapKlvo~ ~o' K~~.) is doubtless adapted from an Aesopian 

fable,30 such as was often told at symposia (cf. Wasps 1182) .31 

28C.M. Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry, 2nd ed., 376 f. 

29This scolium also reveals the similarity of many of the 
motifs found in the scolia in the collection in Athenaeus with 
motifs found frequently in the Theognidea. Compare 146 W. and 197 
W. with scolium 7 (146 ~~OU~ELV aO(Kw~ xpnpa~a ~aaapEvo~, 197 
xp~pa ... auv OLKn avopt Y€V~~aL, Scolium 7.3 ~o ~PL~OV oe 
~~OU~ELV a06~w~. For the possible origins of this scolium, see 
Bergk's apparatus criticus. 

30Fab. 346 Halm, which ends: ~ou oe O$EO~ pE~a eava~ov 
~K~aS€V~o~ ~KELVO~ Et~EV' IIO~~W~ ~OEL Kat ~p6aeEV E6suv Kat 
b~~ouv ELvaL' ouoe yap av ~a6~~v ~~v OlK~V ~~ELaa~." Quoted by 
C.M. Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry, 2nd ed., 385; R. Reitzenstein, 
Epigramm und Skolion, 19. 

31R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 19 f. Ezio 
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Scolium 19 (auv ~OL rrLve, auv~~a, auvepa) is an 

aristocratic call for loyalty, as is 20 (vrro rravLL AlB~ KLA) 

whose origin is very likely in proverbial?32 Scolia 21 and 22 are 

jokes. 21 (6 D~ LOV ~aAavov KLA.) is thought by Wilamowitz to 

have been made thus: the second verse is a parodic continuation 

of the first, which was borrowed from an unknown Dorian poet. 

This is shown by the dialect (6, Tav); the Athenian parodist is 

mocking the 'plebejischen geschmack' of the Dorian. 33 The final 

scolium in the collection, 25, is again about the value placed on 

tru·thfulness and loyal ty. 

Scolium 8: tK y~~ Xp~ KaL[6~v KLA is an adaptation of 

Alcaeus Fr.249 V., and is an example of what W. RosIer calls 

'zersingen', that is the popular use of the work of a 'classic' 

poet. 34 

B) Metrical Schemes 

Pellizer, 'Per una morfologia della poesia giambica arcaica,' [I 
canoni letterari di Trieste (1981): 35-48]: 44, notes that animal 
fables were used at symposia as exemplary narratives, and 
compares Scolium 9 P. with Xenophanes Fr.l Gent.-Pr., vv.19-20; 
adespota elegiaca Fr.27 W., vv.1-4. 

32R. Reitzenstein, Epigramm und Skolion, 17 f.; C.M. 
Bowra, Greek Lyric Poetry, 2nd ed., 381. This proverb is alluded 
to at Thesm. 328-30; Soph. Fr.37 P.; Hesych. s.v. Orro rravLl A[B~ 
(Y717 Schmidt); and Praxilla 750 PMG. 

33U. von Wilamowitz- Moellendorff, Isyllos von Epidauros 
(Berlin : Weidmann 1886: reprint, Dublin / Zurich, 1967), 125, 
n.l. 

34W . RosIer, Dichter und Gruppe, 99, with footnote 170. 
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The Attic scolia make use of a few popular metrical 

schemes, mostly aeolic, although there are a few examples of 

uniquely occurring metres which mayor may not be representative 

of other scolia which have been lost. Below has been set out a 

brief ~urvey of the metrical schemes used in the known scolia. 

They will be discussed in connection with Aristophanic lyrics 

later in this chapter. 

The commonest scolia-form is this (Scolium 1): 

rraAAa~ Tpl~OY€V€l', avacrcr' 'A8ava, 
5p8ou ~~VO€ rr6Alv ~€ Kat rroAL~a~ 
a~€p OAY€WV Kat cr~ocr€WV 
Kat 8ava~wv ~~PWVI au L€ Kat rrOLnp. 

This metrical shape is found in Scolia 1-7, 10-13, and 24. (5 is 

corrupt, but it must originally have been the same.) The first 

and second verses are Phalaeceans, a colon which is rare outside 

these scolia. (See below for more on this colon.) The Phalaecean 

is also found at Wasps 1226, OUO€L~ rrwrro~' K~A., the beginning of 

a scolium, and at Athen. XIV 625C (Scolium 27) OUO€V DV apa ~aAAa 

strophe: 

The elegaic distich is found only in 23 P.: 

~YX€l Kat K~OWVl, OlOKOV€, ~~o' errlA~8ou, 
€l XPD ~OL~ oya8oL~ ovoPOcrlv OlVOXO€LV. 

8 P., adapted from Alcaeus Fr.249 V., is in the Alcaic 

<~-~> €K y~~ XPD Ka~Lo~v rrA60v 
€t ~l~ o6val~o Kat rraAO~~V ~XOl 

err€t O€ K' ev rr6v~~ Y€V~~al 

~ v ~ v~ - - - --



Scolium 9 is also aeolic: 

6 KapKlvo~ ~o' €~a 
xaA~ LOV O~LV Aa~wv. 
lIe::u8uv Xp~ LOV ~LaLpov €J.l-

J.le::v KaL J.l~ crKOALO ~POVe::LV.1I 

It consists of two telesilleans and two 'dove-tailed' 

glyconics. 35 

Another aeolic strophe is common in the scolia, and is 

found in 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 23; e.g.14: 

'AoJ.l~Lou A6yov ~ 'LaLpe:: J.la8wv LOU~ aya8ou~ ~LAe::l, 
LWV Oe::LAWV 6' an€xou yvou~ OLl Oe::LAOL~ 6Aly~ xapl~. 

The following is an extended glyconic (Greater Asclepiad). 

Scolia 15, 16, 17, and 18 take this form; e.g., 15: 

ITaL Te::AaJ.lWvO~ Atav alXJ.l~La, A€youcrl cre:: 
l!:~ Tpo'Cav ap LcrLOV ~A8€LV llavawv J.l€L' 'AX LAA€O. 

21 

The first verse comprises an anaclastic glyconic + dodrans; the 

second is the same with dactylic expansion in the dodrans. This 

is West's analysis. 36 Wilamowitz37 calls the first part of each 

verse a choriambic dimeter. 

35Martin West, Greek Metre (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1982), 59 f. But Page, 855 PMG, prints 6 oe KapKlvo~ KLA. 
thus making a glyconic of the first verse. 

36West, Greek Metre, 60. 

37U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, GriechischeVerskunst 
(Berlin: Weidmann, 1921: reprint, Bad Homburg vor der Hbhe: 
Hermann Gentner Verlag, 1962), 478, n.1. 



A scolium in Ameipsias (Fr.22 K.) takes the following 

metrical form: 

au Xp~ rr6AA' ~X€LV 8v~~ov &v8pwrrov OAA' epav 
Kal Ka~€a8l€Lv· au oe Kap~a ~€lon. 

But this is corrupt: see Page, 913 PMG. 

Two final examples are found in Aristophanes, Vespae 

1240-1 and 1245-47. 1240-41: 

OOK €a~LV OAWrr€KL~€LV 
ouo' OP~O~€pOLaL ylyv€a8aL ~lAOV 

1245-7: 
xp~pa~a Kal ~Lav KA€L~ay6p~ ~€ KOPOl p€~a e€~~aAwv. 

1245-47 is as arranged by Page, 912 PMG. J.W. White arranges it 

as follows: 

xp~pa~a Kal ~Lav 
KA€L~ay6p~ ~€ KOPOl p€~a e€~~aAwv. 

22 

which gives a final verse that is the same as the final verse in 

Scalia 1-7 etc. 38 

Note on the Phalaecean Colon 

The Phalaecean colon (~~-~~-~-~--) is found in the first 

two verses of Scolia 1-7, 10-13, 24, and 27 (the Scolium of 

pythermus). In the classical period (it is found in a number of 

38John Williams White, The Verse of Greek Comedy (London: 
Macmillan, 1912), Para.568. 



places in the Hellenistic poets; see Wilamowitz, Griechische 

Verskunst, 137-153, and West, Greek Metre, 151.} it appears in 

very few others places, e.g. at Eurip. Hipp. 559, and at Soph. 

Ajax 634 and in the ode at 693 ff. 39 
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Wilamowitz detects the Phalaecean in Simonides 1 Scolium 

to Scopas (542 PMG). This is the metrical arrangement of the 

first strophe (according to Wilamowitz40 ): 

-~~-I~~-~-~-

~~--I-~-~~-~-I-~-~~-~-I~-~

~~-~-I-~-~~-~-I-~-~~-~

~~~_~_I_v_~~_ 

--~-I-~-~~-
~ __ I v __ 

_ ~_:-,v __ I_v_v __ 

He notes that verse 1, an ionic trimeter, is the same as a 

Phalaecean but for the choriamb in the first foot. 41 He also 

points out that the first met ron of the third verse, an iambic 

metron with an anapaestic first foot, is the same as the first 

metron of the third verse of those scolia which begin with a 

Phalaecean. He concludes that this strophe is an expanded form of 

the most typical scolium-stanza. 42 

That the Phalaecean was particularly associated with 

scolia is shown by the fact that it is often found tied to an 

39A.M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama 2nd ed., 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968), 141. 

40U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Sappho und Simonides 
(reprint Berlin/Zurich/Dublin, 1966), 182. 

41ibid. 

42 ll 
••• sie erscheint allerdings als eine Steigerung der 

Skolionstrophe, deren metrische Ingredientien aIle vorkommen." 
Sappho und Simonides, 183. 
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invocation of the god Pan as in Scolium 4. This is so at Cratinus 

359 K.-A . : these two verses are undoubtedly the beginning of a 

scolium. It is also used at Soph. Ajax 693 ff., a choral ode 

beginning with an invocation of Pan. Clearly Sophocles had the 

Pan-scolium in mind when he wrote this ode: 

~$pL~' ~PW~L, rr€pLxap~~ 6' dv€rr~a~av. 
lw lw nov nov, 

~ nov nov aALrrAaYK~€ KUA
AavLa~ XLovoK~urrou 

rr€~pala~ orro O€LPOOO~ $ov~e', ~ K~A. 

This last verse is a Phalaecean: ~~---------

The Phalaecean is also used at Vespae 1226, 1227, where 

Bdelycleon each time begins a scolium. It is also found at 1248 

where Philocleon imprope~ly continues a scolium begun by 

Bdelycleon. These final two examples are above all evidence for 

the Phalaecean being the colon normally associated with scolia: 

Aristophanes could have used any opening verse, but he chose the 

Phalaecean. There is one final example of the Phalaecean to be 

mentioned. At Aves 1411, it follows a Greater Asclepiadean in a 

parody of Alcaeus,43 the first verse of which is metrically the 

same as Scolium 14: 44 

~pVLe~~ ~LV€~ oto' o6o~v ~XOV~€~ rr~€pOrrOLKLAoL, 
~avualrr~€p€ rroLKLAa X€ALOOl; 

43Fr. 345 V., as printed by Voigt: 
~pVLe€~ ~Lv€~ oYo' 'QK€aVW ya~ (~») drru rr€Lpa~WV 
~AeOV rraV€AOrr€~ rroLKLA6o€LPOL ~avuaLrr~€pOL; 

44J.W. White, The Verse of Greek Comedy, Para . 532, 
compare s this to Birds 1415 and Wasps 1238. 
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Some Metrical Schemes of Popular Songs 

Popular and primitive songs are alike in that they both 

naturally prefer simple, repetitive forms. This can be seen in 

the examples which Martin West gives in his Greek Metre. 45 These 

show repetition both of metrical form and of content, often with 

word-for-word repetition. The popular songs of ancient Greece 

show similar characteristics. A very small number of folk-songs 

have survived independent of adaptations in the more developed 

forms of poetry, such as childrens' begging- songs, work-songs, 

and folk-hymns. (Although these are often dated to the 

Hellenistic period, they can be assumed, because of the 

conservative nature of folk-music, to preserve a long-standing 

tradition.) These show simple cola arranged in straightforward 

strophes, often with a series of one type of colon ended by a 

catalectic version of the same colon. An examination of some 

songs in comedy and tragedy (but less obviously so in tragedy) 

shows a clear imitation of the popular melodies and strophic 

forms to be found (or conjectured) in popular songs. Imitation 

extends even to content in some instances, in particular in cult-

hymns and wedding-songs, where there may be little or no change 

from the songs as actually sung by the people of Attica. 

45West, lff, takes his examples from C.M. Bowra's 
Primitive Song. 
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A brief description of some of the cola and strophic 

forms found in surviving folk-songs will be useful before passing 

on to an examination of the lyrical passages in the iambic scenes 

of Old Comedy. 

The Reizianum colon: Reiziana are used in the Rhodian 

Swallow-song which takes the form of an irregular series of 

reiziana and other metres: 46 

Carm. Pop. 2 P.: DAB' DABe xeALowv 
KaAa~ wpa~ ayouaa, 
KaAou~ €VLaU~Ou~, 
€rrL yaa~€pa AeuKo, 
€rrL vw~a ~€AaLva. 

reiz. 
" 
" 
" 
" 

Synapheia: Also characteristic of popular songs is the 

use of short cola with synapheia with a catalectic or otherwise 

differing colon to mark strophe-end. This is seen once again in 

the Swallow-song; also, in comedy, at Equites 1111-50 (telesillea 

+ reizianum clausula); Ecclesiazusae 290 ff. (irregular pattern 

of telesillea + reizianum clausula); Pax 1329 ff (telesillea in 

wedding-song (Y~~v (Y~€VaL' ~ K~A.); Pax 856-67 (two telesillea + 

reizianum); Aves 1731 ff. (a wedding-song, as in Pax 1329 ff.) .47 

All these instances will be treated in greater detail later. 

The Adonean colon: The Adonean, which Wilamowitz also 

treated as a popular colon (as clausula for the reizianum) ,48 is 

46U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
400. 

47U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
253; also, by the same author, Lysistrate (reprint Berlin / 
Zurich: Weidmann, 1964), 28. 

48U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
399ff. 
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found in the Rhodian Swallow-song, in the Elean Hymn to Dionysus, 

and in the Sapphic strophe; e.g., the Elean Hymn to Dionysus (871 

PMG) : 

~A8€LV npw ~L6vucr€ 
'AA€Lwv ~c; vaov 
~yvaLcrLv cruv XapL~€crcrLv 
tc; vaov ~iJ /3oecr 
rro6t 8uwv O~L€ ~aup€, 
&~L€ ~aup€.49 

The same colon is also found in the milling-song from 

Eresus (Plut. Sept. Sap. Conv. 157e: 869 PMG): 

OA€L IlUAa OA€L 
Kat yap /3acrLA€UWV 
ll€yaAaC; MU~LA~vac; 
rrL~~aKoc; OA€L. 50 

Iambics: Iambics are also presumed to have been used in 

folk-songs. There are, however, no independently surviving iambic 

folk-songs from an early period, but their existence is deduced 

from the use of iambic lyrics at those places in Old Comedy where 

a popular origin for a song is thought likely; for example, 

Dicaeopolis' song of the Rural Dionysia (Ach. 263 ff.) would be 

expected to be modelled on actual folk-songs. Other examples, to 

be treated more fully later, are: the Komos of the Choes (Ach. ad 

fin.); a song sung at a sacrifice (Vespae 868 ff.); Aves 851-

58=895-902; Thesm. 312ff; 352ff; Ranae 397 ff. (procession of the 

49U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
384-5. Wil. reads ~yvaLcrLv for the original ayv6v. Page, in his 
apparatus, comments on his own colometry of this lyric, "lectio 
plerumque incerta, numeris fides nulla," PMG, ad loco 

50U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
400 f. 
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Mystae); 416ff (La~~la~oL);51 Ach. 929-51; and Ach. 1008-17=1037-

46. (That iambics had their origin in folk-songs is also to be 

deduced from their use in La~~l~o(, which will be the subject of 

Chapter Three.) 

Glyconics and Pherecrateans: Another colon found often in 

folk-songs is the glyconic along with its catalectic form, the 

pherecratean. This is found in Anacreon Frr.1 and 2; and in the 

dramatic poets where they imitate folk-music, e.g. in Euripides, 

Andr. 501 ff.; H.F. 348 ff.; Ion 184 ff.; Phoen. 202 ff.; Bacch. 

403 ff.; I.A. 164 ff., 543 ff. In Aristophanes it is found at 

Equites973 ff.; Vespae319 ff.; Aves 681 ff.; and Thesm. 1136 

ff. 52 

e.g., Agamemnon 452-55: 

ol 0' aO~ou rrept ~eLXo~ 
8~Ka~ 'IAlaoo~ ya~ 
eu~op~ol Ka~€XOUalv' t-

-x8pa 0' ~xov~a~ ~Kpu~ev 

The first two verses are pherecrateans. The second two 

form either one priapean or a "dovetailed" glyconic + 

pherecratean . . 

Rhythmic Refrains: also adopted from folk-music is the 

use of rhythmic refrains, which is a habit of nearly all 

51U.von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
242, n.2. 

52Carlo Prato, I canti di Aristofane (Rome, 1962), 55. 
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primitive folk-music. 53 They occur in Aristophanes, e.g. Ranae 

399 ff.; and Pax 856-62. 

Enoplia and prosodiaca: These two cola (En. x-'-''' vV_x 

[the first anceps is resolvable]; pros. x_vv_vv_, according to 

Wilamowitz) also have a popular origin. 54 Wilamowitz 55 quotes the 

beginning of a paean to Lysander (Plut. Lys. 18) Carm. Pop. 21P 

(867 PMG), for the prosodiac: 

~OV 'EAA660~ byaB€a~ 
cr~pa~nyov brr' eupux6pou 
~rr6p~a~ u~vDcro~ev, w 

l~ IIaLo-v. 

The first two verses are prosodiaca. 

Wilamowitz points out some examples of enoplia-prosodiaca 

to be found in Old Comedy: .in the Vespae (1518-22=1523-27); e.g. 

518-22: 

462f. 

376-95. 

376. 

385. 

&y' ~ ~eyaAwvu~a ~€KVa 
~ou BaAacrcrLou <Beou>, 

rrn6a~e rrapa ~6~aBov 
Kat BLV' bAO~ b~pu~€~OU 

KapL6wv b6eA$oL. 6 

Cratinus, Fr.151 K.-A. (from the Odysseus): 

crlya vuv rra~, ~xe crLya, 
Kat rr6v~a A6yov ~o-xa rreucrn· 
D~LV 6' 'IBoKn rra~pL~ €:cr~L, 
rrAto~€V 6' &~' '06UcrcrEL B€L~. 

53U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 

54U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 

55U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 

56U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 



verse: 

Chariclides (Fr. 1 K.-A.) uses an enoplion in the first 

6€anOLV' 'EKOLn LPL06LLL 
LpL~op$€ LpLrrp6crwrr€ 
LpLYAaL~ KnA€U~€va57 

30 

Wilamowitz notes that Bergk thought this an actual folk

song, since it is not in the comic style. 58 

Many of the lyrics found in the iambic parts of Old 

Comedy will now be examined for evidence of the use of Attic 

scolia, and for the use of forms found in folk-music. For the 

present we shall ignore the abuse-lyrics. 

The Acharnenses 

836-41=842-46=847-52=853-59: These are four songs in 

responding iambic metra, each closed with a reizianum. Although 

metricians arrange these stanzas in different ways, they are 

undoubtedly iambic, and are believed by Wilamowitz to be derived 

from popular songs. 59 Wilamowitz likes to think that these songs 

57U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
385. 

58U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
386f. 

59U. von Wilamowitz - Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
207. Prato, I canti di Aristofane, p.19, where he gives many 
examples of the use of heterogeneous cola in clausula. Walther 
Kraus, Strophengestaltung in der griechischen Tragddie. I. 
Aischylos und Sophokles (Vienna, 1957), 36, gives further 
examples from tragedy. 
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contain strophe, antistrophe, and epode "in nuce", (In this case 

two iambic tetrameters; six iambic metra; reizianum), a pattern 

which is avoided in tragedy.60 

929-39=940-51: Wtist wishes to call these lyrics scalia, 

but of course there are no actual scalia using iambics, as these 

songs do. He observes that they occur exactly ("rechnerisch") in 

the middle of the "heiteren Szenen" 719-980. 61 These six songs 

are arranged in the pattern 2x3 (all responding) which is 

established by the placing of two catalectic iambic metra at 

935/6 and 947/8. 

~vo~aov, ~ ~€A~La~€, ~W 
~€v~ KaAw~ ~~v €~rrOA~V 

olhw~ cmw~ 
&v ~~ ~€PwV Ka~a~D' 

Wtist himself admits that the metre would prevent these 

verses from being called scalia, but he nevertheless calls them 

scalia. He then quotes Reitzenstein to the effect that the 

concept of scalia is not bound to any fixed metres. 62 This may be 

true, but without any verbal similarity to any known scolium, we 

must find some metrical similarity, and none exists. 

60U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
207. 

61Wtist, Skolion, 29. 

62Wtist, Skolion, 30; R. Reitzenstein, Skolion und 
Epigramm, 13. 



1008-17=1037-46: Short iambic lyrics, catalectic 

alternating with acatalectic. B.B. Rodgers notes the similarity 

of this metrical system to that of Pax 856-67, and 909-21. 63 

1150-61=1162-73: These lyrics will be discussed in 

Chapter Three. 

The Equites 

973-76=977-80=981-84=985-88=989-92=993-96: These lyrics 

are arranged in six four-line songs, as follows: 

~OLa~ov ~ao~ ~~tpa~ 
~a~aL ~olaL napouaL Kat 
~oLaL O€Up' b~LKVOU~€VOL~, 

~V KA€WV bn6Ary~aL. 

32 

They thus form strophes which repeat AAAAAA, comprising 

three glyconics + a pherecratean, i.e. a catalectic glyconic. 

This metrical pattern is not found in the collection of scolia, 

nor is there anything in the content to suggest a connection with 

actual scolia. There is a similarity, but no more, in the metre 

between these lyrics and the last two verses of Scolium 9 P. (0 

KapKL).Io~ c:Jo' ~~a K~A. = 2 tel. + 2 "dovetailed" glyconics) but 

this metre is by no means peculiar to scolia: B.B. Rodgers [in 

The Knights of Aristophanes (London, 1910), ad loc.] remarks on 

the likelihood of this being a popular melody. R.A. Neil [in The 

Knights of Aristophanes (Cambridge, 1901), ad loc.] also remarks 

that the metre "is very song-like in effect" and compares it to 

63B.B. Rodgers, The Acharnians of Aristophanes (London: 
G. Bell and Sons, 1910), ad loco 
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the fragments of Anacreon in the same metre, as well as Equites 

1111-50 and Ranae 450 ff. He finds similar stanzas in tragedy, 

e.g., Soph. O.T. 1186-1203; and the Delphian Paean of Aristonous. 

More important is the fact that this lyric is a parody of tragic 

'Jubellieder' ,64 and that this would be clearly perceived by the 

Athenian audience. 

1111-20=1121-30=1131-40=114i-50: Wtist calls these lyri c s 

ye~upLa~6~. However, they will also be discussed here in 

connection with their metrical form. They form simple, repeating 

strophes of telesillea + reizianum (the catalectic form of the 

telesillean colon). West (Greek Metre, 116) remarks that aeolic 

forms were not uncommon in Old Comedy, and that "while tragic 

parody is intended in some cases, in others the metre is clearly 

being used as a natural, popular song-form," and points to this 

passage as an example. He notes that telesillea and reiziana were 

a feature of popular songs, citing as examples Pax 856-62; 1329-

59; Aves 1731-36; Ranae 448-53; Ecclesiazusae 289-99. 

The Nubes 

The Nubes lacks examples of lyrics which reveal popular 

song-forms. 

64p. Rau, Partragodia (Munich, 1967), 188; B. Zimmermann, 
Untersuchungen zur Form und Dramatischen Technik der 
Aristophanischen Komddien, (Meisenheim am Glan, 1985), II: 175. 
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The Vespae 

868-74=885-91: These form short iambic lyrics with 

dochmiac clausula. Not only the metrical scheme suggests a 

popular origin, but also the surrounding dialogue: the song 

itself is part of a prayer to Apollo which has been preceded by a 

call for ritual silence (£u~D~La ~EV rrpw~a vuv urrapx€~w) and 

which is ended with the refrain lDL£ ITaLav. In such circumstances 

it can be expected that the poet would use a traditional song

form. The same remarks apply also to the responding passage. It 

is this sort of passage which leads to the conclusion that 

iambics were a traditional feature of folk-songs, though we have 

no actual examples of folk-songs in this measure . 

. 1224-48: This is an important passage for understanding 

sympotic singing in fifth-century Athens. In it are found several 

beginnings to scolia, both those attested elsewhere and those 

which can be presumed to have been invented by Aristophanes, 

though this is by no means certain. Examples of scolia are found 

at 1226 OUO£L~ rrwrro~' bv~p ~y£v~) 'AeDvaL~ and in Philocleon's 

comic continuation, 'oUX ou~w y£ rravoupyo~ <ouoe> KA€rr~D~.' Both 

of these verses are phalaeceans, which is the colon used in the 

first two verses of the commonest scolium-form. The same colon is 

also found at 1248 where again Philocleon continues a scolium 

begun by Bdelycleon. Verses 1234-5 are a parody of Alcaeus 

(Fr.141 L.-P.). Line 1238 is the first line of Scolium 14 

('Ao~D~OU A6yov K~A). Lines 1240-41 are assigned by the scholiast 

to a scolium of either Alcaeus or Sappho. The final scolium in 
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this section is found at lines 1245-47. These verses form three 

dodrantes which are reminiscent of the final verse of the 

standard scolium-form (which is two dodrantes). 

1265-74: To be discussed in Chapter Three. 

1450-53: These verses are mostly choriambs mixed with 

iambics and trochees. Wilamowitz calls them choriambic dimeters 

(which he calls 'volkstumlicher Vers') .65 Prato notes their 

similarity to tragic metrics, principally Euripides,66 although 

Wilamowitz finds parallels in Pherecrates Frr.95 and 96K.; e.g., 

95 K.: 

~WVe€a~wv 6' Ora~LaL 6[~' 
n, A€rraa~~v Aa~a~tvoL~ 
~€a~~v €Kxapu~oLaaL. 

1518-22=1523-28: Two strophes consisting mainly of 

enoplia and prosodiaca, which Wilamowitz compares to the Elean 

cult-song discussed above. 67 

The Pax 

856-67=910-21: In each of these two lyric sections there 

are two three-line stanzas (856-59, 860-62; 910-12, 914-15) which 

take the following form: 

65U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Lysistrate (reprint, 
Zurich / Berlin, Weidmann, 1964), 28. 

66C. Prato, I canti di Aristofane, 123, where there are 
further references. 

67U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
385. 



~nAW~O~ ecr€L, yepov, 
aOBL~ veo~ ~V rraALV, 

~Up~ Ka~aA€Lrr~O~. 

telesillean 
" 

reizianum 
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As Wlist points out, this stanza (in the first two lines) 

is the same as Scolium 9 (6 KapK[vo~ ~o' t$a I xaA~ ~ov O$LV 

Aa~wv K~A.). However, while this can not be taken as proof that 

it is a scolium, it is evidence for the use of telesillea in 

popular songs. These stanzas, in the use of telesillea and 

reiziana, are similar to the lyrics at Equites 1111 ff., and 

Ranae 449 ff. The use of such encomiastic lyrics must be 

considered a natural counterpart to the abuse-lyrics. The form 

which these encomia take, however, may be influenced by the 

similar practice of singing praise- and abuse-lyrics at symposia; 

this topic will be dealt with in the following chapter. 

1329-59: The play ends with a wedding-song, which Dale 

calls lIan epithalamium of popular rude form".68 These verses are 

a mixture of telesillea and reiziana (Platnauer arranges them in 

strophes of two tel. and three reiz. 69 ) with the refrain 'Y~~v 

'Y~evaL' ~, 'Y~~v 'Y~evaL' ~. Dale notes that "both these forms 

must be echoes of actual wedding-songs, and there is no doubt 

that the simpler forms of aeolic were used in ancient popular 

refrains." Dale also remarks that this same use can also be found 

68A.M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, 148. 

69Maurice Platnauer, Aristophanes, Peace (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1964), ad loco 
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in tragedy in the "more seemly and thoughtful refrains", that is, 

in t$u~vLa, an example of which was given above. 70 

The Aves 

1372-74: 'Ava1T€:'to~aL oD 1Tpee; "OAU~1TOV 1T't€PUY€o"o"L Kou4>aLe;' 
1T€:'to~aL 0' ooev 6AAO't' t1T' &AAav ~€A€:WV. 

1376: 6$6~~ $P€VL O"w~a'tL 't€ v€:av ~$€:1TWV 

Wtist remarks on the use of the choriamb. The scholium 

(and Hephaistion, Ch.9) to verse 1372 says it was borrowed from 

Anacreon 33 P.: 'Ava1Te:'to~aL or, 1TpOe; "OAU~1TOV 1T't€PUY€o"o"L Kou4>aLe;1I 

OL~ 'tev "Epw't'· 06 y~p k~OL 1Ta~e; ~ee:A€L O"uv~~av. 

1410: 5pVLee:e; 'tLV€e; 010' 060tv ~xov't€e; 1T't€P01TOLKLAOL, 
'tavuO"L1T't€P€ 1ToLKLAa X€A~OOL 

1415 'tavuO"l1T't€P€ 1ToLKLAa ~aA' aoeLe; 

Wtist compares these verses to Scolium 14 and 19: e.g., 14: 

0' 61T€:XOU, yvoue; O'tL O€LAO~e; 6ALya xapLe;. Lines 1411 and 1415 are 

phalaeceans with a pyrrhic base. 71 

1470-81=1482-93=1553-64=1694-1705: See Chapter Three. 

1720ff: The Aves concludes with a wedding procession, as 

in the Pax (1329 ff.). Both in the metres and in the content 

these verses strongly suggest that actual wedding-songs are being 

used, or at least closely imitated. This is seen most clearly in 

verses 1731-36=1737-42, where the two stanzas are made up of 

70A.M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, 148. 

71C. Prato, I canti di Aristofane, 201. 1410 is borrowed 
from Alcaeus (Fr.345 V.); see above, page 20. 
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telesillea closed with pherecrateans (although the precise 

arrangement of these verses is much debated, this does not affect 

my argument). This is similar to the wedding-song at Pax 1329 

ff., and to the song at Equites 1111-1150. 

The Lysistrata 

1043-58=1059-72=1188-1204=1205-15: Wtist wishes to call 

these verses scolia, though of course they are long lyrics with 

complex metrical schemes. Having previously cited exact metrical 

correspondence between known scolia and the lyrics of Old Comedy, 

Wtist now supports his argument with much vaguer evidence, 

comparing these verses to the Scolium of Hybrias the Cretan . But 

this is certainly wrong: the Scolium of Hybrias is a much larger 

composition than any of the Attic scolia; its origin was in a 

different culture from that of the Attic scolia. 72 The scolium of 

Hybrias consists of two stanzas each in themselves longer than 

any scolium found in the collection in Athenaeus. 

1279-94:A cletic hymn, which "reflects in form and 

context the usages of actual life".73 

The Thesmophoriazusae 

72Wtist, Skolion, 32. 

73Jeffrey Henderson, Aristophanes, Lysistrata (New Haven 
and London: Yale University Press, 1975), ad loco 
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947-1000: Wlist tries to bring this stasimon into his 

argument as an example of I Kombdienskolienl on the grounds that 

it includes many references to the same gods as in Scolia 1-4. 

This, however, is in itself an extremely tenuous connection with 

actual scolia; it is all the more so since there are also 

references in this stasimon to gods who are not mentioned in 

Scolia 1-4. Nevertheless, verses 969-76=977-84 are of interest, 

since they contain iambics and reiziana as in the stanzas at 

Acharnenses 836ff. 

The Ranae 

385-88=389-93: These verses form two iambic stanzas 

closed with a catalectic iambic metron, a strophic form which 

Dale calls popular and primitive. 74 She finds similar stanzas at 

Acharnenses 1008 ff., Nubes 1447, and Plutus 1290. 

399-404=405-410=411-416: A cletic hymn in iambic metre, 

which in the context can be assumed to represent an actual cletic 

hymn. Each stanza is ended with the refrain, "IoKxe $LAoxopeuLo 

au~rrp6rre~rr€ ~e. Radermacher suggests that if this refrain is in 

in imitation of actual cletic hymns, then these stanzas would 

represent improvised singing. 75 It is followed by a series of 

nine simple stanzas, 417-19=420-22=423-25=426-28=429-31=432-

74A.M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, 75 f. 

75Ludwig Radermacher, Aristophanes' Frosche, 2nd. ed. W. 
Kranz, (reprint Graz / Vienna / Cologne, 1967), 201. 
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34=435-37=438-40=441-44, which Dale calls "old rustic la~~La~o~ 

or y€$upLa~6~ ... which was probably the most ancient form of the 

popular metre.,,76 These stanzas will be discussed later in 

connection with their function as ritual abuse; for the present 

we shall only take note of their metrical shape, which is 2ia~ 

2ia- 3ia. 

e.g., 420-22: ~ouA€a8€ o~La KOLVO 
aKW~W~€V 'ApX€o~~OV; 

~~ trrL€L~~ ~v OOK €$ua€ $paL€pa~ 

449-54=455-59: These stanzas take the form 2ia 2ia- tel 

tel tel reiz. The association of iambs with choriambic cola is 

seen also in the stanzas at Acharnenses 836 ff.77 

814-17=818-21=822-25=826-29: 

e.g. 814-17: n rrov O€LVOV €rrL~p€~€La~ XOAOV ~vo08€v €~€L, 
nvtK' av 6~6AaAov rrapton 8~YOVLO~ 606vLa 
bVLLL€XVOU' LOL€ o~ ~avta~ urro O€LV~~ 

3~~aLa aLpO~~a€LaL. 

Wtist calls these verses scolia and compares them to 

Scolium 23, which is elegiac: the first two verses of the stanzas 

from the Ranae are dactylic hexameters and so is the first verse 

of 23. But these verses are completely unlike any known scolium; 

Radermacher compares them, in function at least, to the tragic 

rrapooo~,78 and Dale thinks that Aristophanes is here imitating 

76A.M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, 76. 

77A.M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, 80 f. 

78L. Radermacher, Aristophanes' Frosche, 259. 
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Aeschylus, which is not improbable considering the context of the 

passage. 79 

1251-56: These verses form two brief stanzas of three 

lines, two glyconics closed with its catalectic form, the 

pherecratean. As such they follow the pattern of popular songs 

which we have already seen. 

1482-90=1491-99: Although these two stanzas, forming 

strophe and antistrophe (three lecythia, five trochaic dimeters, 

and an ithyphallic), are in a high style,80 they also show at 

least one characteristic of popular songs: the repetition of trr' 

byoe~ in lines 1487 and 1488 is characteristic of folk-songs. 

Radermacher cites the Swallow-song for this characteristic: ~Ae' 

~Ae€ X€Al<5wv II KOAac; (;)pOC; Oyouao, II KOAOUC; <5' e:lILOU"COUC;, II e:rrt.. 

lIW"CO A€UKO, II trrL yoa"C€::po J,1€::AOLlIO (repetition of e:rrL. .. e:rrL. .. ). 

The Ecclesiazusae 

289-310: These verses form two stanzas comprising an 

irregular series of telesillea and reiziana each introduced by a 

longer verse-form (an iambic dimeter + lecythion), which is 

similar to the songs at Equites 1111 ff. 

900-923: Apart from the undeniable scolia-imitations at 

938-45, Wtist also identifies verses 900-923 as scolia, but with 

less certainty. These verses are in a variety of metres, causing 

79A.M. Dale, The Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, 44. 

80L. Radermacher, Aristophanes' Frbsche, 349. 
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great disagreement among scholars as to their strophic 

arrangement: Wilamowitz even suggested that 918-20 are in 

prose. 81 

938-41=942-45: These scolia-imitations have already been 

discussed. 

952-68: These verses form a song-and-response of the 

Young Man and the Young Woman. The metrical correspondences are 

inexact, but this could be due to corruption in the text. 82 The 

use in these songs of repetition points to a popular model: both 

begin 6eGpo 6~, 6eGpo 6~, and both end piee~, LxvoGpal a' uEpw~, 

969-72=973-75: A continuation of the song-and-response 

between the boy and girl. Again there is verbal repetition: each 

song ends with the refrain &VOl~OV b07TO~OU PE'U 610 'tOl a€ IT6vou~ 

~xw. These four stanzas are a parody of a typical 

ITapaxAaualeupov. 84 

The Fragments 

81U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
479. 

82U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Griechische Verskunst, 
478. 

83C.M. Bowra, IA Love Duet, I AJP 79 (1958): 378, calls 
this a survival of a genre of popular poetry, the "love- duet". An 
opposing opinion is offered by S. Douglas Olson IThe "Love Duet" 
in Aristophanes l Ecclesiazusae, I CQ 38 (1988): 328-30. 

84U. von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Aristophanes, 
Lysistrate, 216. 
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The following fragments are called scolia by Wlist; 

whether they actually are scolia is questionable. Each of the 

fragments given below, however, fits the description which I have 

used £or popular lyrics: simple aeolic and iambic cola used 

stichically and closed (usually) with its catalectic variant.: 

Eupolis 175 K.-A.: ou rrup ouoe crlo~po~ 
OOO€ xaAKo~ &rr€tY€L 
PD $oLLav errL O€Lrrvov. 

This song is in the pherecratean metre. 

Eupolis 176 K.-A.: 8~ xaplLwv pev O~€L, 
KaAAL~loa~ O€ ~aLV€L, 
cr~crapLoa~ O€ X€~€L, 
p~Aa O€ xp€prrLoLoL. 

The metre is -~~-~-~ (an aristophanean) with the final 

verse catalectic. The same metre occurs in Aristophanes Fr.9 

K.-A. (10K.): 

OUK €L6~, ~ yuvaLK€~, 
rracrL KOKoLcrLv npa~ 
$AWcrLv €KOcrLOB' &VOP€~' 
O€LVa yap ~pya opwcrOL 
Aop~av6p€crB' urr' OOLWV 

and in the first two lines of Aristophanes Fr.715 K.-A.: 

8crLL~ €V Dou6crpOL~ 
crLpwPOcrL rravvuxL,wv 
LDv O€crrrOLvov ep€LO€L~. 

The first two fragments are typically comic in that they 

have the same simple metre used KOLa crLLxov, ended with the 

colon's catalectic variant. Fr.9 K.-A. of Aristophanes presumably 

ended with the catalectic as in the fragment of Eupolis. 

Eupolis Fr.395 K.-A.: 
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is metrically similar to Scolium 15 (rraL T€Aapwvo~) in the 

first verse, and refers to the performance of scolia. 

Wtist also cites the last two lines of Ameipsias Fr.22 K.: 

ou Xp~ rr6AA' ~X€LV 8VD~OV av8pwrrov, 
bAA' tpav Kat Ka~€a8l€Lv' au o£ Kap~a $€lOn. 

which seems either to be from an established scolium or perhaps 

one invented by Ameipsias. 85 

In this chapter I have drawn together the evidence for 

the use of Attic scolia in Old Comedy, and I believe that the 

following conclusions may be drawn from this evidence. 

In determining what may be called scolia we must first 

distinguish the different types of songs which went by that name. 

We have seen that there are scolia of three sorts: one type 

includes the larger poems by well-known authors (Alcaeus, Pindar, 

etc. 86 ) who wrote songs specifically called scolia; a second type 

including the brief anonymous songs collected by Athenaeus, which 

apparently belong to an oral, improvisational tradition; and 

third the poems of the 'classic' poets which had become 

traditional as favourites for performance at symposia, and which, 

because they had attained traditional status, could be adapted to 

85Page enters this among the carmina convivalia (913 
PMG). The colometry of this fragment is in doubt: the text is 
corrupt. See p.22. 

86This category may include choral poetry . 
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suit the needs of performance. 87 We have also seen that when 

Aristophanes refers to the performance of scolia it is to either 

the songs of the second type 88 or of the third type 89 that he 

refers. The Attic scolia included songs representative of many of 

the types of songs performed at symposia (encomia, abuse-lyrics, 

advice, and political statements); but only a very limited number 

seem to have attained the special status of those scolia 

preserved in Athenaeus. The term Scolium, then, should be 

confined to a iestricted group of songs which are alluded to by 

Aristophanes, that is, they are, for Aristophanes, the scolia. 

The evidence does not support the argument for the 

widespread and customary use of scolia in Old Comedy, as Wtist 

tried to show. Nor can Wtist get around this by calling his would-

be scolia 'Komodienskolien' (which indeed have no relation to 

87E.g. Scolium 8P. (for which see note 34 above). For a 
discussion of the different types of scolia see, R. Reitzenstein, 
Epigramm und Skolion, 3-44; Massimo Vetta, 'Un capitolo di storia 
simposiale (Per l'esegesi di Aristofane, "Vespe" 1222-1248),' [in 
Dialoghi di Archeologia 9-10 (1976-77): 243-66, reprinted in 
Poesia e simposio nella Grecia antica, ed. M. Vetta (Rome-Bari, 
1983): 119-130]: 119f; A.E. Harvey, 'The Classification of Greek 
Lyric Poetry,' CQ 5 (1955): 162-63. 

88E.g. at Wasps 1222-48 each time Bdelycleon begins a 
scolium for Philocleon to continue, he chooses one from the 
collection of Attic scolia or at least one which closely fits the 
pattern of the collection. Cf. also the schol. to verse 1238; 
Acharn. 980 and schol.; Lysis. 632, 1237 and schol.; and compare 
Theopompus Comic. Fr.64 K. and Cratinus Fr.254 K.-A. 

89E.g. Fr.235 K.-A.: ~crov OD pOL crX6AL6v ~L AO~WV 
'AAXOLOU xavoKptov~O~. Also Clouds 1355 ff., where there is a 
reference to the poems of Simonides as suitable songs fo~ 
sympotic singing; and Eupolis 395 K.-A., where the same is said 
of Stesichorus. Another example is found in the collection in 
Athenaeus, Scolium 8P., which is adapted from Alcaeus (Fr.249 
V.): See w. RosIer's discussion of this, Dichter und Gruppe, 99. 
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real scolia): his own definition of 'Kombdienskolien ' is so broad 

as to be meaningless, so that to find lyric passages which meet 

his criteria is a pointless task in that virtually every lyric 

passage in Old Comedy can be made to fit (as Wtist1s own article 

shows). That none of his I Kombdienskolien' breaks the dramatic 

illusion is not a significant fact; his other point, that each 

I Kombdienskolion' contains a I Gedanke' which is complete in 

itself, is also unpersuasive. His description of his chosen 

Aristophanic lyrics is accurate in those two pOints, but he is 

wrong in associating them with the Attic scolia, and in finding a 

fixed and traditional position for them in the structure of the 

drama. However, the examples with which he began his article, 

that is, . Cratinus Fr.359 K.-A., and Thesmophoriazusae 938-45, are 

undeniably examples of scolia, or are at least clearly imitations 

of actual scolia: but these are isolated examples which are 

insufficent to establish a pattern. 

As we have seen, when Aristophanes does make use of 

actual scolia this is always done very explicitly: usually with 

direct ascription (e.g. Vespae 1225 f.: ~ow OE rrpw~o~ {Ap~ooLou 

K~A.). This of course is the clearest proof of the remarkable 

completeness of that collection in gathering the various 

representative types of scolia such as were actually sung at 

symposia. 

Other than the Pan-scolium and those like it, that is 

those which use the phalaecean colon in the first two verses, the 

Attic scolia found in Athenaeus make use of many cola and 
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strophic forms which are not peculiar to scolia. Consequently, to 

draw conclusions from the fact that a lyric passage in 

Aristophanes has a metrical form similar to a scolium (other than 

the Pan-scolium), as Wtist does, is unjustifiable. An example of 

this is Wtist's comparison of a passage in the Pax(909-921}, where 

the stanzas consist of two telesillea and one reizianum, to 

Scolium 9, which is in similar metres. 90 But this is purely 

coincidental. The metrical pattern of Scolium 9 is found in . a 

number of songs in Aristophanes, some of which Wtist does not 

mention in his article. 

As we have seen, the metrical patterns (and hence the 

tunes) used in folk-music formed a substantial part of the lyrics 

found in the iambic parts of Old Comedy. In addition many of the 

genres of lyrics performed at symposia (encomia, psogos, 

paraenesis, etc.) were also introduced into the comic drama: 

although these genres were favoured in scolia, they are not used 

in comedy as scolia, but as the natural expression of the chorus 

in its role as commentator on the events taking place on the 

stage. That it (the chorus) uses forms similar to those found in 

actual scolia is therefore coincidental. 

90Wtist, Skolion, 31. 



CHAPTER THREE: 

THE ABUSE-LYRICS IN OLD COMEDY 

We saw in the last chapter that Aristophanes and the 

other poets of Old Comedy frequently made use of the simple, 

popular lyric forms for which they found (one suppo~es) their 

models in the folk-songs of contemporary Athens. This practice, 

common to the comic poets (as far as we can ascertain), will 

figure prominently in this chapter also, since the comic poets 

employed such forms in several of the abuse lyrics which have 

been preserved to us. 

In this chapter we shall examine the choral abuse-lyrics 

found among the iambic scenes of Old Comedy.l Our interest will 

lie in determining the nature and hence the origins of these 

lyrics, whether it is to be found in cult, in the iambographic 

tradition, in some other source, or perhaps in a combination of 

these sources. This will entail a preliminary discussion, albeit 

a brief one, of the types of abuse found in these sources. We 

shall take as a datum that Old Comedy did not have, in all its 

aspects, only one simple, uncontaminated tradition: this will be 

assumed to be true of the abuse in Old Comedy as well. We shall 

lonly the abuse-lyrics: there is of course abusive 
language throughout the plays of Aristophanes. We are here, 
however, interested solely in abuse in the form of lyrics. 
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also assume that many strands of Athenian culture and literature 

went into the development of Old Comedy, some fundamental (that 

is, aspects of Old Comedy which would have by Aristophanes ' time 

been regarded as essential features, and therefore included as a 

matter of course), others quite consciously employed by them. We 

are concerned with merely identifying the different sources, to 

the extent that this is possible. 2 It is important to stress that 

the evidence is meagre, so that conclusions can only be in the 

form of suggestions. Still, enough evidence can be gathered to 

make the attempt worth the effort. 

Fundamental to Old Comedy is the contest, or aywv, 
between the two central characters or ideas brought into 

conflict. Such a situation naturally, given the comic context, 

generates abuse between the opponents. Added to this is the 

chorus, who, for the most part standing aside from the action, 

comment on the fortunes of the main characters. This commentary 

takes the form of praise (of the 'hero', whose side they always 

take following the outcome of the contest) and abuse (of the 

'hero's' opponent, and of politicians and other prominent 

individuals, who, although outside the dramatic situation, are 

often clearly meant to be associated with the defeated man or 

idea). This association, however, is to be inferred [for 

instance, in the Aves 1470 etc., where the choral-lyrics tell of 

characters who mirror the characters introduced upon the stage] 

2For the lack of "eine organische Verbindung" i n the 
structure of Old Comedy see G. Giangrande's discussion in 'The 
Origin of Attic Comedy, I Eranos 61 (1963): 1-24, especially 7 ff. 
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but cannot be proven; it is not an invariable rule, (see for 

instance, the Ranae, where both Aeschylus and Euripides are 

praised equally.) We shall be concerned in this chapter with 

these choral comments, in particular with the choral stasima 

which follow the parabasis. 

The satirical and parodic character of Old Comedy 

naturally causes one to seek for the models used by the comic 

poets, including those for the invective. Scholars have always 

sought to identify the sources for the invective and obscenity in 

Old Comedy, though this is perhaps due more to the unusually 

great importance attaching to the few bits of information 

available concerning the origins and early development of Old 

Comedy, and the desire to identify sources and trace influences 

from one period to the next. Two sources are usually identified 

as the inspiration for, and as the models of, the abuse contained 

in Old Comedy: cult-ritual, and Lap~o~. 

Before moving on to consider in detail the abuse-lyrics 

which have been preserved to us, we shall examine briefly these 

two possible sources of abuse. 

First cultic ritual will be considered. There is a 

similarity between abuse in cults and some of the abuse-lyrics of 

Old Comedy, which has caused many scholars to see the influence 

of the former on the latter. Among them is Jeffrey Henderson,3 

3Jeffrey Henderson, The Maculate Muse, (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 1975), Ch.1, Obscene Language and 
the Development of Attic Comedy, the quotation is from p.14. This 
work will hereafter cited as Maculate Muse. 
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who, discussing more particularly obscenity rather than abuse in 

Attic cults, notes that, "the importance of these cults for our 

examination of Old Comedy resides not simply in the presence of 

obscenity but in its context: obscenity is almost always cast in 

the form of ritual strife and abuse." 

The principal cults in which good-natured abuse and 

obscenity were encouraged are those in honour of Demeter and 

Dionysus. For Demeter, the main festivals in this regard are the 

Haloa, the Stenia, and the Thesmophoria. At the Haloa the women 

hurled abuse at one another in a playful manner (rroLoLol rroAAol 

KOt aKw~~oLo).4 This was true also at the Stenia and the 

Thesmophoria. 5 A possible example of · ritual abuse (namely 

gephyrismus) will be considered separately in a moment. 

More important, however, in this regard are the festivals 

of Dionysus, which more clearly involve elements which 

contributed to the development of comedy. These festivities 

permitted unusually great freedom of speech, at least in the 

ability to engage in abuse (La €~ a~o~wv aKw~~oLO; aKWrrL€LV 

4S c holium to Lucian, d.meretr., 7.4., ed. H. Rabe, cited 
by Henderson, Maculate Muse, 15; Also Ludwig Deubner, Attische 
Feste, 61; Hans Fluck, Skurrile Riten in griechischen Kulten, 
(Diss. Freiburg, 1931), 13-15. 

5Hesychius, ~LDvLO' €OPLD )ABDv~aLv. Kot OLoaKwrrLouaLV 
Kat AOLoopouaLV (~1825S), and, ~L~vLwaoL' ~Aoa$~~~aoL, 
AOLoop~aaL. (~27S). See also Photius, ~LDvLa p.538.9 P.; 
Collected by Fluck, Skurrile Riten, 15 ff. For the Thesmophoria, 
Apollodorus Mythogr., Bibliotheca 1.5.1.; Fluck, Skurrile Riten, 
18 f. 
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&AA~AOU~6) during the processions (compare the equation of 

The second possible source for the use of abusive 

language in Old Comedy is the precedent of the iambographers. 

Although there is more evidence for their influence, there is not 

the space here to go into this question in great detail. Some 

discussion, however, will be useful to show what influence the 

iambographers exerted upon the comic poets. 9 We are interested 

particularly in the iambographers' use of obscene language 

(a LcrXPoAoy(a) and obscene personal vituperation, etc., which is 

found nowhere else in Greek literature previous to its 

reoccurrence in Old Comedy. Important for our purposes is the 

question of the nature of the poetry of Archilochus, Hipponax, 

and Semonides: it is much disputed whether their poetry involves 

the factual revelation of their own experiences, or whether their 

6S c holium to Lucian, Jup. Trag. 44; Fluck, Skurrile 
Riten, 34 f. 

7S c holium to Demosth. De Cor. 11. Also, Men. 396K; Suda, 
s.v. La €K LWV a~aeWV crKw~~aLa (T19 Adler); Photius, s.v. La £e 
a~aewv (p. 565.11 P.); and Harpocration s.v. no~n€(a~ KaL 
nO~n€U€LV (ed. Dindorf, 1:253). 

8See G. Giangrande, 'The Origin of Attic Comedy,' Eranos 
61 (1963): 1-24, for discussion of the Dionysiac KW~O~ as the 
core-element in the evolution of Old Comedy. 

9Ralph Mark Rosen, in Old Comedy and the Iambographic 
Tradition, (Diss. Harvard, 1983), has made the most recent 
attempt to trace in detail the influence of the iambographers 
upon Old Comedy. A few examples of direct influence are Lysis. 
360 f. (= Hipp. Fr.120 W.), which is a reference to the poetry of 
Hipponax; similar is Ranae 659 f. (= Ananias Fr.l W.); and Ach. 
118 ff. (=Archilochus Fr.187 W.), which is a direct quotation 
from Archilochus. Further examples are discussed in Rosen 
(although some are very doubtful). 
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poetry belongs to a genre in which the themes which we see are 

traditional and the poet's voice impersonal. This question cannot 

be settled here; a brief summary of the essential points of the 

question will have to suffice. 

Martin West (trying to trace the influence of the 

iambographers on Old Comedy in general) argues that iambus was 

not simply personal invective, 10 but that it formed part of a 

traditional entertainment including the adoption by the poet of a 

persona not his own. 11 This assertion involves us in an ongoing 

dispute concerning the nature of the iambographic genre. West 

argues for this impersonal, mimetic interpretation, while others 

maintain that · the iambog~aphers wrote personal poetry in which 

they related their own experiences and feelings. 

Briefly, West argues that several of the main fragments 

and testimonia about the lives of the iambographers show a 

repeating pattern (e.g., the common deaths-by-hanging of the 

poets' enemies), which leads him to the conclusion that the 

iambographers assumed poetic personas and that the subject-matter 

of their poems followed traditional, fixed plots which were 

without any relevance to the poets' own lives. This is how he 

interprets the Lycambes, the Bupalus, and the Orodocoedes 

fragments and testimonia. One of the main props to this argument 

is the (supposed) linguistic evidence that many of the names used 

10Martin West, Studies in Greek Elegy and Iambus, (Berlin 
and New York: de Gruyter, 1974), 23 (hereafter cited as Studies], 
citing Dover, Hardt Entretiens X, 189. 

11West, Studies, Ch.2, 'Iambus' passim. 



by the iambographers are traditional and carry meanings 

indicative of the roles which the poetic characters play in the 

supposedly traditional entertainment. 12 

The story of Lycambes and his daughters (with West's 

interpretation) thus conforms to a standard, traditional 

narrative, with Lycambes and his daughters being stock types. 13 
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For support West points to a similar story in Aristotle (Fr. 558 

R.) of how the tyrant Lygdamis came to power on Naxos. 14 The 

other examples of the standardized iambographic quarrel are (with 

this interpretation): Semonides' abuse of Orodocoedes (Luc. 

Pseudolog.2,) and Hipponax's abuse of Bupalus (Frr.13-14 W., 16-

17 W., and possibly 84 W., and his curse upon a contract-breaker 

(Fr.115 W.), if this really ought to be ascribed to Hipponax. 15 

12West, Studies, 26 f. 

13West, Studies, 27. West cites the support of Dover 
Hardt Entretiens X, 206ff, to the effect that in Archilochean 
iambus the poet is not necessarily speaking in his own voice: 
"There is room for 'the assumed personality and the imaginary 
situation'''. 

14Another parallel story concerns the beginnings of 
Comedy. The story goes that some farmers, mistreated by some men 
from the city, went to the city at night and proclaimed the 
unjust treatment which they had received at the hands of the 
city-dwellers. They were then made to repeat their verses in the 
theatre. When they did so they smeared their faces with wine
lees. This is found in the Scholium to Dion. Thrax, p.18.15 
Hilgard. Cited by West Studies, 27. 

15It has also been ascribed to Archilochus, for which see 
the apparatus in Degani's edition of the testimonia and fragments 
of Hipponax. 



Opposed to this interpretation are C. Carey, M. Bonanno 

and W. Resler. 16 They assert that the iambographers wrote about 
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their own experiences and expressed their true feelings. Bonanno 

argues that the use of possibly fictitious names for the targets 

of iambus is not necessarily indicative of a fictitious 

situation, but that false names are used either to protect the 

poet or to increase the satirical effect by the use of allusive 

names, names which are manifestly to be associated with the 

intended target of the invective. 17 Carey joins in this 

disagreement, saying that "the attack on Lycambes is in spirit, 

manner and language quite inappropriate for the stylized a~use of 

a stock character;" and that, "This is not entertaining abuse but 

solemn poetry.,,18 

Those scholars opposed to West's theory of the 

Iambographers have some difficulty with the poetry of Hipponax, 

since it is quite clear that he (Hipponax) assumes a fictitious 

persona in his poetry. The low character (rr~wx6~) which appears 

as the first-person narrator in Hipponax's iambi must be a pose 

l6C. Carey, 'Archilochus and Lycambes,' CQ 36 (1986): 60-
67; Maria Grazia Bonanno, 'Nomi e soprannomi archilochei,' Museum 
Helveticum 37 (1980): 65-88; Wolgang Resler, 'Persona reale 0 

persona poetica? L'interpretazione dell' "io" nella lirica greca 
arcaica,' QUCC n.s.48 (1985): 131-144, and, 'Die Dichtung des 
Archilochos und die neue Kelner Epode,' Rh.M. n.s. 119 (1976): 
289-310. 

17M.G. Bonanno, M.H. 37 (1980), especially 74 ff. 

18C. Carey, CQ 36 (1986): 64 f. 



on the poet's part since poets were drawn from a higher social 

class than this character seems to belong. 19 

Perhaps the strongest evidence of the iambographers' 

influence upon Old Comedy is to be found in their use of 

exaggeratedly virulent curses. 20 Such curses are used also by 

Aristophanes, perhaps in direct imitation of the iambographers. 

The comic poets were certainly aware of the iambographic 

tradition and asserted a moral purpose and justification for 

their own invective. 21 It is important to note that the targets 

of the iambographers' invective are people with whom th~ poets 
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have a personal relationship, whether real or fictitious. In Old 

Comedy the invective uttered by the chorus tends to fit into two 

distinct categories: it is either directed at people with whom 

the chorus has a personal quarrel (again, whether real or 

imaginary is not important) or with people who have no personal 

connection with the chorus. 

19C. Carey, CQ 36 (1986): 65, n.23. 

20G.L. Hendrickson, in a discussion of Archilochean 
invective ['Archilochus and the Victims of his Iambics,' AJPh 46 
(1925): 101-127], pOints to the elaborate curse attributed either 
to Archilochus (Fr. 79a D.) or Hipponax (Fr. 115 W.), in which 
the poet expresses his wish that an oath-breaker suffer a 
shipwreck and its consequences, as being an example of a survival 
of the primitive belief in the effectiveness of curses (p.115). 
This is clearly true and shows once again the pervasiveness of 
folk-custom in top~o~. Perhaps we must look to the form which the 
curse takes to see the particular influence of the iambographers. 

21Cf. Eq. 1274 ff.: AOLooPDaoL ~ov~ ITOV~POU~ OUO€V ~a~' 
eITL$Bovov K~A .. This expresses an impersonal moral justification; 
personal justification is found at Vesp. 1217; Nubes 575 f.; and 
Aves 137 f. 
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Last, but not least, in importance as a source of 

influence upon the abuse-lyrics is what may be termed the popular 

or folk-customs of Athens, which are not to be associated too 

closely with cult. Of course, there are no actual examples of 

such abuse: it must be deduced from it$ imitations in the comic 

poets. The best-known source for folk-abuse (outside of those 

which have already been discussed) is that normally associated 

with the celebration of the Eleusinian Mysteries, that is, the 

so-called ye$upLOp6~, or abuse-at-the-bridge, which took place on 

the bridge over the Kephissos during the procession to Eleusis. 22 

It is disputed whether this abuse is a part of the cult itself, 

or if the connection is entirely fortuitous. Arguing for the non

fortuitous connection are Wilamowitz,23 O.Kern,24 Fluck,25 and 

F. Graf,26 but this has been denied by Deubner,27 Nilsson,28 and 

22Hesych., s.v. ye$up(~ (r70S), ye$upLGLO( (r71S); Suda 
s.v. ye$upl,wv (r212 Ad.); Ammonius, rrepl 6LO$6pwv At~ewv, (443 
Nickau); collected by Fluck, Skurrile Riten, 52ff. 

23Der Glaube der Hellenen, (reprint Berlin: Akademie
Verlag, 1955), 11:52. 

24ye$UpLG~ol, RE 7.1229. 

25Skurrile Riten, 52 ff. 

26Fritz Graf, Eleusis und die orphische Dichtung Athens 
in vorhellenistischer Zeit, (Berlin and New York: Verlag von 
Alfred Tbpelmann, 1974), 45, where there are further references. 

27Ludwig Deubner, A ttische Feste, 73: "DaB die ye$up LC:T~O ( 
an der Brticke tiber den AthenischenKephisos einen religibsen 
Hintergrund hatten, hat Foucart mit vollem recht bezweifelt. 
Dergleichen Neckereien konnten sich bei enger Passage leicht 
genug einstellen, und wo kamen wir hin, wenn jeder Scherz als 
agrarischer Ritus angesprochen wtirde?1I 

28Martin Nilsson, Geschichte der griechischen Religion, 
Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft, Sect.5, Part 2, (Munich: C.H. 
Beck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1955), 1:658. 
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Foucart. 29 In the opinion of the latter group of scholars this 

abuse is simply the sort of thing which can be expected to arise 

among any group of merry-makers during any festive occasion. More 

important for my purposes is the fact that there is no evidence 

for the form which the y€~upLa~6~ took, whether it was in prose 

or in verse. 30 Now, the simple folk-lyrics which appear in the 

iambic scenes, when examined simply for their metrical form, have 

been seen to have no literary sources. May we not therefore 

assume that Aristophanes is using metrical forms which are true 

to the traditions of folk-music? May we not · also assume that he 

is using forms of abuse which are modelled on popular forms, and 

should not y€~upLa~6~ be so describ~d? 

The question of the cult-association ofy€~upLa~6~ cannot 

be answered with certainty, but the evidence for the use of 

ritualized abuse outside cult causes one to doubt the necessity 

of the connection. It must be taken into consideration that 

friendly abuse (in Greece, as elsewhere) was naturally very 

29paul Foucart, Les mysteres d'Eleusis, (Paris, 1914, 
reprint New York: Arno Press, 1975), 335. 

300n this important point the remarks of Ralph Mark 
Rosen, Old Comedy and the Iambographic Tradition, (Diss. Harvard, 
1983), 4, are worth quoting : "Although most of the evidence for 
ritual abuse in festivals such as the Haloa, the Stenia or the 
Thesmophoria says nothing about iambic verse per se (i.e., terms 
such as skommata, or paidiai are used without reference to 
literary form), the connection between iambs and ritual abuse 
seems implicit in the name of Demeter's servant Iambe, who, as 
early as the Hom. Hymn to Demeter, uses mockery of Demeter to 
shock her out of her mourning." However, this does not take into 
account abuse whose metre is simple aeolics. 
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common. We have other evidence for the (especially sympotic) use 

of such non-cultic abuse, namely the Hom. Hymn to Hermes 54 ff., 

" ~~D~at 8aAlnal rrapal~6Aa K£p~optoualV K~A.; and in Isocrates, 

sympotic abuse is only a particular manifestation of folk-custom, 

one which has left many traces in literature. These descriptions 

ought to make anyone hesitate to ascribe all abuse found in Old 

Comedy to a cultic or literary origin. 

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that little can 

be stated with any certainty about the origins of the form which 

the abuse took in the hands of the comic dramatists. We can see 

that there was a tradition of obscenity, bawdiness, and the good-

natured abuse of prominent citizens which was part of the 

celebration of some of the Athenian festivals, and that the 

dramatic festivals lent themselves especially to this custom. 32 

But we have no evidence for the form which it took. More evidence 

exists of course for the similarly obscene and abusive poetry of 

the iambographers, but here too, there is much disagreement on 

the precise nature of this genre. Wtist was on the right track 

31These and further references to sympotic abuse are 
collected by Reitzenstein, Skolion und Epigramm, 26, n.2. 

32See Zimmermann, Untersuchungen zur Form und 
dramatischen Technik der aristophanischen Kombdien, Beitrage zur 
Klassischen Philologie, Heft 166 (Meisenheim/Glan: Verlag Anton 
Hain, 1984-85) II:169, for a discussion of this point. 
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with his theory that there exists a pattern in the abuse-lyrics 

showing that they were taken from popular custom, although his 

theory cannot be defended in some of the details. He sought to 

show that some of the abuse lyrics fit a pattern and that this 

pattern's origin lay in the y€~upLa~6~ associated with the 

celebration of the Eleusinian Mysteries. 33 The most compelling 

instance of this is Ranae 416 ff., where the identification of 

the abuse with gephyrismus is possible. However, as was discussed 

above, that gephyrismus was part of the cult is itself a matter 

of dispute. Here, however, we get into problems of definitions, 

which are impossible to resolve. In order to reach some (perhaps 

only tentative) conclusions about this problem it will be useful 

to examine the form and content of each of the abuse-lyrics and 

to see how they are used in the surviving plays of Aristophanes 

and the comic fragments. 

It is a natural outgrowth of the dramatic situation that 

choral praise developed alongside of the choral abuse. Because of 

this, it will also be useful to examine the praise-lyrics, 

although these will be examined cursorily, and more for their 

metrical forms than for their contents. Abuse lyrics will be 

treated first, followed by praise lyrics, and finally by lyrics 

which combine praise and abuse. 

The first example of a lyric consisting purely of abuse 

which we shall consider is Ach. 1150-73. These verses, plus 1143-

49, form the second parabasis, with 1143-49 forming the usual 

33Wtist, Skolion, 40 ff. 
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anapaestic commation (r~E 6~ xalpoV~E~ K~A.). The two strophes, 

1150-61-1162-73, are, as is usual with the parabatic ode and 

antode, in a higher style of lyric, similar (in its elevated 

tone) especially to the tragic style, which is unlike the other 

lyrics following the parabasis, in which simple, repetitive 

metrical forms are the norm. Choriambic and iambic metres are 

used in these verses which are, as Wilamowitz demonstrated, 34 in 

a style which imitates tragic lyric, though with changes suited 

to comedy.35 

The strophe contains abuse of Antimachus, a melic poet, 

who, as choregus, has failed to provide the chorus with their 

customary dinners following the Lenaia. This, however, is not 

necessarily to be taken as relating an actual occurrence. There 

follows an elaborate curse in the form of a wish that various 

misfortunes befall Antimachus, including a wish for him to be 

sitting down to eat a sizzling squid, only to have it snatched 

away at the last second by a dog. 36 In the antistrophe the chorus 

imagines Antimachus being way-laid by a bandit named Orestes, 

which results in Antimachus grabbing a turd in the darkness and 

34Wilamowitz, GV, 206, n.2. 

35Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, II:172 . 

36This sort of comic curse is repeated elsewhere, cf. 
Equites 929-40; Pax 1009 ff. These comic curses are adaptations 
of a long-standing popular tradition, which poets such as 
Archilochus made use of. See G.L. Hendrickson, AJPh 46 (1925): 
101 - 127, for a discussion of such curses. This curse is quite 
similar to Hipponax, Fr.115 W. (This is discussed by Rosen, Old 
Comedy and the Iambographic Tradition, 87 ff.). 



throwing it at Orestes, but hitting Cratinus. The two strophes 

run in full as follows: 37 

'Av~L~axov ~ov ~aKaoo~ t~ov ~uyypa~~t ~ov ~€AeWV 1150 
rroLry~~v, 

w~ ~€V brrA~ A6y~, KaKw~ €~OA€a€L€V 0 Z€U~' 
~~ y' €~€ ~ov ~A~~ova A~vaLa xopryywv ~rr€AUa ' aO€Lrrvov. 

~v €~, errLooL~L ~€UBLOO~ 
0€6~€vov, h 0' wrr~ry~€vry 

al~ouaa rrapaAo~ errL ~parr€~u K€L~€vry 
6K€AAOL' K~~a ~€A
AOV~O~ Aa~€LV au~ou KUWV 

bprraaaaa ~€UyOL. 1161 

Tou~o ~€V au~~ KaKov €V, K~B' €~€pOV VUK~€PLVOV ye
VOL~O. 

nrrLaAwv yap otKao' ~e LrrrraaLa~ ~aoL~wv, 1165 
€t~a Ka~ae€L€ ~L~ au~ou ~€Buwv ~~~ K€~aA~~ 'Op€a~ry~ 

~aLv6~€vo~' 6 O€ ALBov ~aA€LV 
~oUA6~€vo~ ev aK6~~ Aa~oL 
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~u X€LPL rr€A€Bov ~P~LW~ K€X€~€Vov' 1170 
err*e€L€V 0' €XWV 
~ov ~ap~apov, Karr€LB' a~ap

~wv ~aAoL Kpa~Lvov.38 

The important aspect of this choral lyric is that the 

abuse is directed at someone, real or imaginary (it is 

unimportant which), who is in some way connected with the chorus. 

This is the distinguishing aspect of all those abused by the 

chorus in the parabatic parts (with one exception). We shall see 

that it is different in the other choral lyrics. 

The next example of choral lyric-abuse occurs at Equ. 

973-84-985-96. This ode is in simple aeolic metres (stanzas of 

37All quotations from Aristophanes, unless otherwise 
stated, are from the O.C.T. of Geldart and Hall. 

38These verses are arranged differently by Wtist (40 f.): 
' Av~L~axov ~ov WaKaoo~, 
~ov ~€A€WV rroLry~~V, 
w~ ~€V brrA~ A6y~ KaKw~ 
eeOA€a€L€V 6 z€U~· K~A. 



three glyconics with pherecrateans for the clausulae). These 

simple stanzas (cf. Equ. 1111-50) indicate the imitation of 

popular lyric, but enjambement is also used (982f, 984f, 989f, 

993f), which Zimmermann calls an indication of 'verfeinerten 

Metrik' .39 The ode runs as follows: 

~OLaLov ~oo~ ~~€pa~ 973 
~aLaL LOLaL rrapouaL Kal 
LOLaL O€up' ~~LKVOU~€VOL~, 

DV KA€WV ~rroADLaL. 
KalLoL rrp€a~UL€pWV LLVWV 
otwv &pyaA€WLOLWV 
€V LQ o€ly~aLL LWV OLKWV 

DKoua ' aVLLA€YOVLWV, 980 
~~ €l ~~ 'y€v€B' OOLO~ ~v 
LD rrOA€L ~€ya~, OUK av D-
aLDV aK€UD OUO XPDal~w, 

OOLOU~ OUO€ LOPUVD. 

The ode is a parody of tragic 'Jubellieder', (such as 

Eurip. El . . 866 f., Ale. 244, I.A. 1250, Fr. 443; and Aeschylus, 

Ag. 1577. 4°), but it continues into 6vo~aaLL KW~~O€lV. The 

Equites is unique in being entirely abusive of Cleon without 
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mentioning him by name, outside of this stasimon. However, in the 

parodos the chorus had made it clear that Cleon had attacked 

Aristophanes. Therefore the chorus (and Aristophanes) has a 

personal motive in attacking Cleon in this stasimon. 

Equites 1264- 89-1290- 1315 forms the second parabasis (in 

trochaic tetrameters catalectic), e.g. 1264 - 75: 

Ll KOAALOV apXO~€VOLaLV 1264 
" , D KaLarraUO~€VOLaLV 

D Bo&v trrrrwv €AaLijpa~ &€lO€LV, ~DO~V €~ AualaLpaLov, 

39Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, II:175 . 

40p. Rau, Paratragodia, (Munich: Beck,1967), 188; 
Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, II : 175. 



~~O€ e06~av~Lv ~ov &Vecr~Lov aO AUrreLV €Ko6crn Kapolg; 
Kat y~p o~~o~ ~ ~lA ' uArroAAov det rreLvfi, BaAepo~~ 

oaKp6oL~ 
cra~ arr~6~evo~ ~ape~pa~ ITUBWVL olg ~~ KaKW~ rrevecrBaL. 

AOLooPDcraL ~ou~ rrov~pou~ ouoev €cr~' €rrl~Bovov, 
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&AA~ ~L~~ ~OLcrL XPDcr~OL~, Ocr~L~ eO Aoyl~e~aL. 1275 

The first three verses (as printed here) are an 

adaptation of a Pindaric prosodion (Fr.89 Sn. - M.) .41 There is, as 

Zimmermann says, a tension ("Spannung") between the lofty, 

lyrical beginning, and the colloquial, vulgar conclusion. 42 Here 

too, as in Ach. 1150ff, the person abused is associated with the 

chorus, in this instance with the chorus I self-assumed role of 

abusing bad citizens (AOLoop~craL ~ou~ rrovDPou~ 1274). 

The next example of lyric abuse is Vespae 1265-91. This 

too forms a second parabasis. (Originally -it had four parts, two 

strophes and two sections of trochaic tetrameters cat., which 

formed an epirrhematic syzygy. However, lines have been lost 

between 1283-84. 43 ) The metrical form of the strophe is not 

modelled on any poem which had attained Iclassicl status as is 

the normal Aristophanic practice in his parabases: 

41~ou~o &PX~ rrpocroolou ITLvoopOU €xeL o£ ou~w~· 
Tl KOAALOV &pxo~evoLcrLv 

n , 
D Ka~arrauo~evoLcrLv 

n ~aB6~wv6v ~e Aa~w 
Kat 800011 l1T1TWV €:ACt1:€:LPOll O€LcrOl; 

This is discussed by by Fraenkel, Beobachtungen zu 
Aristophanes, 205, and Wilamowitz, Hermes 54 (1919): 54-57 (= Kl. 
Schr. IV [Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1962], 292 - 95). 

42Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, 11.176. A scholiast says 
that it is a parody of the Phaedra (~OD rro~' ~AAW~ VUK~O~ K~A . ), 
but Wilamowitz (ibid . ) discounts this, saying that it is from a 
Pindaric source. 

43See D.M. Macdowell, Aristophanes' Wasps, (Oxford: 
Oxf o r d University Press, 1971), note ad loc o 



rroAAaKl~ O~ 'OO~ ' €paULQ O€~lO~ rr€~UK€Val 
Kal aKalO~ OUO€rrWLOL€' 

&AA' 'ApuvLa~ 6 L€AAOU POAAOV OOK LWV KPW~VAWV, 
OOLO~ QV y' eyw rrOL' €loOV aVLl PDAOU Kal ~oa~ 

o€LrrVOUVLa P€La A€wyopou' 
rr€lVD yap Urr€P 'AVLL~WV' 

&AAa rrp€a~€uwv yap e~ ~apaaAov ~X€L" €lL' eK€l 
p6vo~ pOVOl~ 

LOl~ IT€V£aLalaL ~uv~v LOl~ 
8€LLaAWV, aULo~ rr€V£aL~~ WV €AaLLWV ouo€v6~. 
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We have seen that it is normal for the abuse contained in 

the parabatic parts to be inspired by a personal grievance (real 

or feigned) on the part of the chorus against the targets of the 

abuse. This lyric is unlike any other parabatic choral abuse-

lyric in Aristophanesin ·that it does not relate the abused 

person to the activities of the chorus in any way. The abuse is 

entirely for the sake of abuse: the abused is not brought into 

any relationship with the chorus. 

Pax 775-817. Wtist wishes to call these lyrics 

gephyrismus,44 saying that the parabasis, which immediately 

precedes these lines, ends at 774; however, it is similar in 

technique and style to the other parabatic lyrics, and so ought 

to be considered a part of the parabasis. Without the ode and 

antode the parabasis would be lacking entirely in the typical 

responding sections. Metrically these verses are a combination of 

aeolic and dactylo-epitrite; e.g., the first strophe, 775-795: 

Mouaa au pev rroA£pou~ &rrwaap£p~ ~€L' epou 775 
LOU ~lAOU x6p€uaov, 

KA€lOUaa 8€wv L€ yapou~ avopwv L€ oalLa~ 
Kal 8aALa~ paKapwv' aOl yap Lao' e~ apx~~ ~£A€L. 

DV o£ a€ KapKlvo~ eA8wv 
&VLL~OAD P€La LWV rralowv XOp€UaaL, 

44Wtist, Skolion, 42. 
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~n8' OrrOKOU€ ~n~' €A- 785 
8n~ auv€pL80~ aU~ol~, 
aAAa V6~L~€ rrav~a~ 

6p~uya~ OLKOY€V€l~ YUALa6x€va~ 6px~a~a~ 
vavvo$U€l~ a$upaowv arroKvLa~a~a ~~xavooL$a~. 790 

Kat yap €$aax' 0 rra~~p ~ rrap' tArrLoa~ 
€lX€ ~O opa~a yaAnv ~n~ tarr€pa~ arr6y~aL. 795 

This lyric begins with an imitation of the Oresteia of 

Stesichorus (Fr.33P = 210 PMG) .45 This, like Ranae 674 ff., is a 

comic imitation of a cletic hymn. After the high-poetic style of 

775-79, Aristophanes turns to simpler, more colloquial language. 

The colloquial parts are marked by the use of the Aristophanean 

metre (-:~-~ -- 785,6,7) .46 Once again the targets of the chorus' 

abuse are related to the chorus in their role as chorus; that is, 

the invective is caused by a wrong suffered by the chorus at the 

hands of the perso~ at present being abused. They pray to the 

Muse to join their dance, but not to heed the prayer of Carcinus. 

This abuse is continued in the antistrophe with abuse of Morsimus 

and Melanthius, again in connection with the chorus (xopov O€ ~~ 

'xn M6paL~o~ ~~O€ M€Aav8LO~ 801-2). The Scholiast says that 

Morsimus and Melanthius (two brothers, the great-nephews of 

Aeschylus) were very bad tragic poets,47 which naturally 

45Frr.210-12 PMG = Peace 775-79, 796-800 . 

MOlaa au ~€V rrOA€~OU~ arrwaa~€va ~€~' t~ou 
KA€Louaa 8€wv ~€ yo~ou~ avopwv ~€ oal~a~ 
Kat 8aAla~ ~aKapwv 

46Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, II:181. 

47See M. Platnauer, Aristophanes' Peace, (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1964), note ad loco 
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associates them with the chorus. 48 

Aves 1470-81-1482-93-1553-64-1694-1705: The colometry 

of these lines is disputed. 49 They are formed from trochees and 

lecythia, e.g., 1470-81: 

rroAAO o~ KaL KaLvo KaL Bau
~acrL' trr€rrL6~€crBa KaL 

O€LV~ rrpoy~aL' €loo~€v. 
~crLL y~p O€VOPOV rr€$UKO~ 
~KLorr6v LL Kapola~ a

rrWL€pW KA€WVU~O~, 
XPDcrL~ov ~ev OUO€V, &A
AW~ oe O€LAOV KaL ~€ya. 

LOULO LOU ~ev npo~ a€L 
~AacrLaV€L KaL cruKo$aVL€L, 
LOU oe X€L~WVO~ rrOALV L~~ 

bcrrrloa~ $UAAOPPO€L. 

These lyrics mark off the scenes containing the 

1470 

1475 

1480 

'intruders', or alazones, and serve the practical purpose of 

allowing changes or costume to be made;50 but they also echo the 

events taking place on the stage: for example, abuse of Cleonymus 

(in which he is called a sycophant, 1479) is followed immediately 

by a scene with a sycophant (1410-79); while verses 1482-93, 

containing abuse of the foot-pad Orestes, foreshadow the entry of 

Prometheus (1494), who fears he is being observed and pursued by 

Zeus. These lyrics are "simple trochaic systems",51 and are 

48Melanthius is again abused at Pax 1009 ff. 

49compare the editions of O.C.T., Prato, and Schroder. 

50Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, II:184. 

51L.S. Spatz, Strophic Construction in Aristophanic Lyric 
(Diss. Indiana University, 1968), quoted by Zimmermann, II:186 
n.16. 
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linguistically unpoetic. 52 In these lyrics the chorus stays in 

character, but the abuse, as in other lyrics of this sort, is not 

related to the chorus or to the activities of the chorus: though 

the chorus of birds speaks of itself as flying over the earth and 

seeing these variously typical Kwp~60up€VOL, this is simply a 

device to introduce the abuse. None of the figures of abuse is 

brought into a personal connection with the chorus. 

Lysistrata 781-96-805-820. These verses form an amoibaion 

between the two semi-choruses. This, however, can not be 

considered abuse, at least not of the sort which we are looking 

at, although Wtist does call this gephyrismus. 53 

Lysistrata 1043-1071-1189-1215. This stasimon is unlike 

the usual, and expected, stasimon: it contains no abuse. Indeed, 

at the very beginning, it proclaims that it will not utter the 

usual abuse (1043-45): 

ou rrapacrK€ua~6p€ea 
~wv rroAL~wv ou6€v' Gv6p€~ 
$Aaupov €lrr€LV ou6€ €v. 

In the antistophe, instead of speaking about some figure 

not in the play, the chorus addresses the audience, inviting them 

to a feast at their home, only to announce that the door will be 

locked when they arrive. The responding stasimon (1189-1215) also 

invites the poor to come to the chorus' house (the choral "I" is 

used), but once again there is a catch: the house is guarded by a 

fierce dog. These two stasima appear where abuse is usually 

52Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, 11:186. 

53Wtist, Skolion, 42. 
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found. Perhaps the situation of the last half of the play 

prevents the inclusion of abuse, abuse which the audience has so 

come to expect that Aristophanes must announce the alteration of 

his usual practice. The typical pattern (in the earlier plays at 

least) is to have the triumphant victor of the agon fend off the 

alazones in the iambic scenes. In the Lysistrata there are no 

alazones; the final scenes are of reconciliation and rejoicing: 

the plot produces no losers to be abused. 

Ranae 417-34: These little stanzas, in iambics, are 

uttered by the chorus during the parodos. However, they will be 

considered with the other choral lyrics, since the later plays of 

Aristophanes do away with the usual structure established in the 

earlier plays. In the Ranae, since the contest between Aeschylus 

and Euripides takes up the entire second half of the play, the 

first half is filled with the sort of episodes which are normally 

found in the second half of each play, including abuse-lyrics. 

These lyrics are uttered by a procession of initiates 

apparently meant to represent the procession to Eleusis to take 

part in the Mysteries. 54 This (apparent) fact has caused the 

lyrics to be suspected of being examples of the abuse actually 

associated with the Eleusinian Mysteries. 55 In addition to Wlist, 

Dale says that th~s lyric "represents the old rustic la~~La~6~ or 

Y€$upL~6~, the lampooning at the bridge, which was probably the 

54This is a much disputed point; however, it has little 
bearing on my argument. 

55For example, Wlist, Skolion, 43; A.M. Dale, Lyric 
Metres, 76. 
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most primitive form of popular metre.,,56 However, as we have 

seen, we do not know what form the gephyrismus took, and whether 

it was even in the form of songs at all. 

It is the general opinion of scholars that the parodos of 

the Ranae does not represent accurately a cult-scene, but that 

Aristophanes picks and chooses from any number of popular 

festivals to suit himself. 57 

The metrical patterns found here are entirely typical of 

folk-lyrics: the avoidance of enjambement,58 in which respect 

compare Ach. 263-79 (phallic song); the use of ~ambics with 

aeolics is found elsewhere in Aristophanes (Ach. 836 ff., Nub. 

303 ff. 59 Eduard Fraenke1 60 calls these lyrics true La~~la~6s: 

~ouA€a8€ oDLa KOlVD 420 
aKW~W~€V 'ApX€o~~OV; 

~~ tnL€L~~ WV OUK €$ua€ $paL€pa~, 

VUVL O€ o~~aywY€L 
ev LOL~ avw V€KpOLal, 

KaaLLV La npWLa LD~ eK€L ~ox8~pLa~. 425 

LeV KA€la8€vou~ 0' aKouw 
ev LaL~ La$aLal npWKLev 

LLAA€lV tauLoU Kat anapaLL€LV La~ yva8ou~' 

KaKOnL€L' eYK€KU$W~, 
KaKAa€ KaK€KpaY€l 

56A.M. Dale, ibid. 

430 

57Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, I:132. Cf. also Deubner, at 
the place cited above, n.27. 

58Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, I:131; cf. Wilamowitz, GV, 
96. 

59A.M. Dale, Lyric Metres, 80 f. 

60Beobachtungen zu Aristophanes, 203; cf. Wilamowitz, GV, 
242, n.2. 



Kat KaAALav y€ ~aal 
~ou~OV ~OV 'Inno~LVou 

Kua$ou A€OV~nV vaU~aX€LV €Vn~~€VOV. 

As with other such lyrics (e.g., Equ. 973 ff.) the 

targets of abuse are unconnected with the chorus and its usual 
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activities. Throughout these abuse-lyrics the chorus continues in 

their role as religious initiates: no reference is made to their 

role as comic chorus. 

Ranae 674-85-706-717: The lyrics form the ode and antode 

of the parabasis, and, like the parabasis of the Pax, there is 

tension between the high-style and the colloquialisms, the hymn-

form and the abuse, the tragic rhythm and the content: 61 

Mouaa xopwv l€pwv tnL~DBl Kat €AB' tnt ~€P~LV aOloa~ 
t~a~, 675 

~ov nOAuv 6~0~€VD Aawv OXAOV, 00 aO~lal 
~upLal KaBDv~aL 

~lAO~L~O~€pal KA€O~WV~O~, t~' 00 o~ X€lA€aLV a~~l
AaAoL~ 

O€LVOV tnl~pe~€~al 680 
8pf/KLa X€AlOWV 

ttnt ~ap~apov e'O~€VD n€~aAov·t 
K€AaO€L 0' tnlKAau~ov aDoovloV vo~ov, w~ anOA€L~al, 

K&V '(aa L y€ v(Jv~a L • 685 

As in other parabatic abuse-lyrics the abuse is connected 

with the activities of the chorus as a chorus: here the chorus 

invite the Muse to join in, and take pleasure in, the choral 

dance. Immediately after this formal invitation (a parody of a 

cletic hymn, though we have no evidence that this was taken from 

some poet, which, as we have seen, is the practice in 

Aristophanes) Cleophon is abused, and the abuse is in connection 

61Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, II:288. 
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with his singing: he is mocked as a foreigner (t~' 00 6~ X£LA£OLV 

~~o~tv~ rrt~aAov·t). In the antode, which the Scholiast says is 

taken from the tragic poet Ion of Chios (Fr.41 Nauck), a certain 

bath-house keeper named Cleigenes is abused as a bad citizen. 

This abuse is part of the general choral address to the audience, 

which takes the form of a rrapa(v£oL~ rrepL ~D~ rroAL~LKD~ 

There are a few non-Aristophanic abuse-lyrics found 

among the fragments of Old Comedy. The largest (and most 

interesting) is the fragment of Eupolis' Demoi, Fr.99 K.-A. (CGFP 

92). These verses are clearlY from the parabasis, and are for 

this reason remarkable: nowhere in the extant work of 

Aristophanes (although with one partial exception, for which see 

below) does he use the sort of abuse (short iambic stanzas) found 

here in the parabatic parts in the Demoi. These lyrics are quite 

similar both in form and in content to those of the Ranae 

416ff. 63 The passage runs as follows (the iambic parts): 

in PCG. 

Kat 6D IT£Loavop[o]v OL£
o~pa~8aL X8€~ apLo~wv~a ~a-
0' t €rrL~£VOLV ~LV ' ov~' au~ou t 

OUK ~~aOK£ ept~£LV. 
ITauowv O€ rrpooo~a~ 8£Oytv£L 5 

6eLrrvouv~L rrpo~ ~DV Kap6Lav 
~wv OAKaowv ~LV' aO~ou 

At~a~ &rra~ 6Lto~pe~ev' 
A]U~O~ 0' ~K€Le' 0 8eoytv~~ 

~]Dv VUXe ' OA~V rrerrop6w~. 10 

62Radermacher, Aristophanes' Frdsche, 238. 

63See Fraenkel, Beobachtungen, 201 f.; and the commentary 



6La]a~pe~eLV OOV rrpw~a ~~V 
Xp~ KaAALav ~ou~ ev ~aKpoLv 
~eLxoLV B' &~', &[p]La~~~LKW

~epoL yap elaLv D~WV, 
NLK~pa~6v ~' 'Axapvea 

.... ]. Lv 6L66v~a xoLvLKa~ 
....... . ]eov ~Kaa~~ 

••••••••••• ] • L~ 

~wv xp~~a~wv [ .......... ] 
ou]6' av ~PLXO~ rrpLaL~~v 

] v 
].o~ 

15 

20 

These lyrics are followed by twelve verses in trochaic 

tetrameters catalectic. The series of Kw~~6ou~evoL in these 

verses (joined by 6e) are like those found in Aristophanes 

outside of the parabatic parts, where the abused people are 

unconnected with the chorus. Here Eupolis combines what 

Aristophanes keeps separate. 64 
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There are a few other abuse-lyrics pointed out by Wust. 65 

One of which is Cratinus Fr. 62 K.-A. (57, 58 K.): 

Aa~rrwva, ~ov ou ~po~wv 
~n$o~ 66va~aL ~Aeyupa oeLrrvou ~LAwv arreLpyeLv 
vuv 6' aO~L~ epuyyaveL' 

64Here is how Fraenkel, Beobachtungen, 202, describes the 
parabasis of the Demoi (he is interested in proving that the 
parabasis originally contained hymns rather than abuse): "Alles 
was davon erhalten ist, das heisst ein umfangreiches Stuck, 
zwanzig Verse, der Gegenstrophe, ist rein skoptisch: eine Reihe 
von Athenern, hoch und niedrig, werden verhbhnt. Skoptische 
Partien fehlen auch in den Parabasenliedern des Aristophanes 
nicht (Pax 871ff., 801ff., Ran. 678ff., 707ff.), aber da sind sie 
in den Zusammenhang von Gebethymnen eingebettet, und diese Hymnen 
richten sich bezeichnenderweise nicht an irgendwelche grosse 
Gottheiten, sondern an die Muse. Ob in der verlorenen Strophe der 
Demenparabase eine hymnische Einleitung vorhergegangen ist, lasst 
sich nicht wissen. Notwendig scheint mir eine solche Annahme 
nicht; das ganze Lied mag skoptische gewesen sein." 

65Wtlst, Skolion, 44. 



Fr. 62. 

For the metres of this lyric see peG ad loco 

Eupolis 386K.-A. is also an abuse-lyric: 

~Law 6e KaL t LWKpa~nv 
~ov rr~wxov a60AeaXnv, 

~~ ~dAAa ~€v rre$p6v~LKev, 
6rr6Bev 6€ Ka~a$ayeLv €XOL 

~ou~ou Ka~n~eAnKev 5 

For discussion concerning the metres see peG, Cratinus 

Such are the lyrics of abuse in Old Comedy, at least 
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those unmixed with praise. The praise-lyrics alternate with the 

abuse-lyrics. These will be discussed more briefly. We are more 

interested in their metrical forms than in their contents. 

The first example is Acharnians 1008-17-1037-46. These 

lyrics form an encomiastic amoibaion between the chorus and 

Dicaeopolis, in simple iambics. The strophe is the second 

macarismus of Dicaeopolis (the first is at 836ff, which will be 

discussed later). The chorus sings two brief lyrics of praise. 

They run as follows: 

and, 

~nAW ae ~~~ eu~ouA(a~, 
~aAAov 6€ ~~~ euwXLa~ 

&vBpwrre ~~~ rrapouan~. 

1008 

66For the metre of these lines see peG. Wtist arranges and 
completes them as follows: 

<dAA' eta, ~( $~ao~ev> 
Aa~rrwva, ~ov ou ~po~wv 
~~$o~ 6uva~aL $AeyUpa 6eLrrvwv $LAWV arreLpyeLv; 
<€Karr~e ~€V ap~Lw~,> 
vuv 6 ' aOBL~ tpuyyaveL' 
~puKeL yap &rrav ~o rrapov' ~PLYAU 6€ K&V ~axoL~o. 



~Kouaa~ W~ ~aY€LpLKW~ 
KO~~W~ L€ KaL a€LrrV~LLKW~ 

a6L~ OLOKOV€LLOl; 

1015 

Note the use of ~~AW a€ KLA. This is a formula which 

occurs several times in the praise-lyrics. 67 
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In the second lyric section (1037-46) the chorus explains 

what is happening on stage: Dicaeopolis is keeping the benefits 

of peace for himself: 

and, 

aVDP aV~Up~K€V LL Lal~ 
arrOVaaLaLV hau, KOUK ~OL

K€v OUa€VL ~€LaaWa€LV. 

arrOKL€V€L~ AL~~ '~€ KaL 
LOU~ Y€LLOVa~ KVLan L€ KaL 

$wvn LOLauLa AaaKwv. 

1037 

1045 

Nubes 457-77: These verses form an encomiastic amoibaion 

between the chorus and Strepsiades, in which, unlike other 

encomia, Strepsiades is praised for his future blessed state: 68 

Xo. 

~L. 

Xo. 

AD~a ~€V rrap€aLL Lya€ y' 
OUK &LOA~OV bAA' ~LOL~OV. {aBL a' w~ 
LauLa ~aB~v rrap ' ~~ou KA~O~ oupaV6~~K€~ 

~v ~poLoLaLv ~~€L~. , , 
LL rr€LaO~aL; 

LeV rraVLa xp6vov ~€L' ~~ou 
~~AwL6LaLov ~Lov bvBpwrrwv aLa~€L~. KLA. 

Note the use of ~~AwL6LaLov: At 1201ff Strepsiades sings 

his own macarismus. 1205 ff.: 

'~aKap ~ ~Lp€~Laa€~, 
aUL6~ L' €$u~ w~ aO$e~ 
XOlOV Lev ulev LP€$€L~,' 
$~aouaL a~ ~' ol $LAOL 

67As was noted by Colin MacLeod, 'The Comic Encomium and 
Aristophanes' Clouds,' Phoenix 35 (1981): 142 - 44. 

68Pointed out by Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, I:177. 



xol 0~p6~OL 1210 
~~AOUv~e~ ~VLK' av au VLK~~ Aeywv ~a~ OLKO~. 
aAA' elaaywv ae Bo6AO~OL rrpw~ov €a~LaaOL. 

This passage is discussed by C. MacLeod in the article 

cited above, where he argues that Strepsiades sings his own 

macarismus at the place where the chorus usually sings the 

macarismus. 

Vespae 1450-73. This is a macarismus of Philocleon, who 
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has changed his ways under the tutelage of his son. The metre is 

iambic without enjambement. 69 E.g. 1450-61: 

~~AW ye LD~ eULuxLo~ 
L6v rrpeaBuv ot peLea~~ 
~~pwv ~p6rrwv KOL BLOLD~' 
€LepO O€ vuv aVLLpoBwv n peyo ~L ~e~orreaeL~oL 
trrL LO LPU$WV KOL POAOK6v. 
Laxo 0' av Law~ OUK tBeAoL. 
~6 yap drroa~DvOL XOAerrov 
$6aeo~, ~v iXOL~L~ aeL. 
KoL~OL rroAAoL ~OU~, irroBov' 
~uv6v~e~ YVWPOL~ €LepWV 
~e~eBaAovLo ~ou~ ~p6rrou~. 

1450 

1455 

1460 

Note that the vocabulary is entirely colloquial, as 

befits the metre (e.g., the usual, colloquial ~~AW ye ~~~ 

eu~uxto~, which we have seen in the other examples). 

Ranae 534-48-590-604: these form encomiastic amoibaia. 

534 ff. is ironic praise of Xanthias, although Dionysus takes the 

praise as being directed at himself (542-48). As in the other 

praise-lyrics, Xanthias is praised for his cleverness and 

cunning. 

69The lack of enjambement is characteristic of folk
lyric. Cf. PMG 848. 
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A few lyrics combining praise and abuse appear in the 

iambic scenes. They are of interest and of importance, since they 

show Aristophanes experimenting with his material, and since they 

demonstrate that the lyrics of praise and abuse came to be, at 

least in Aristophanes, important elements of his dramatic 

technique. 

The first example of a mixed lyric is Ach. 836ff. The ode 

is arranged into four six-line strophes in iambics with reiziana 

for the clausulae: 70 

eudOL~oveL y' &vBpwno~. OUK DKOUcrO~ ot npOBOLV€L 836 
LO npay~o LOU BOUA£6~OLO~; KopnwcreLoL yap aVDP 

€V LOYOpg KoB~~evo~' 
KOV elcrLn LL~ KL~crLO~ 
n cruKo~avL~~ aAAo~, ol- 840 

~w'wv KoBedeLLoL' 

oud' &AAO~ ovBpwnwv uno~wvwv cre n~~oveL LL, 
oud' €eo~6pEeLOL rrptnL~ LDV ~UPU"PWKLLOV crOL, 

oud' ~crLLeL KAewv6~~' 
XAOLVOV d' ~Xwv ~ovDv dLeL 845 
KOU EUVLUXWV cr' 'Yn€pBOAO~ 

dLKWV ovonA~creL' KLA. 

The first strophe begins with praise of Dicaeopolis 

(eudOL~oveL y' &vBpwno~) and procedes to show how Dicaeopolis 

triumphs over the 'intruders' or alazones who in the imagination 

of the chorus come upon the stage to impose upon Dicaeopolis. 

These imagined alazones are of the same type as appear before 

Dicaeopolis on the stage, as well as elsewhere in the plays of 

Aristophanes, being such standard characters as the sycophant, 

the euryproktos, degenerates etc. Zimmermann calls this an 

70Cf. Ranae 416ff; the similarity is noted by Prato, ad. 
loc.; , and Wilamowitz, GV, 207. 
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"encomiastische Spottlied". 71 This lyric, like the other non-

parabatic abuse-lyrics, is directed against people not in any way 

associated with the chorus. In this it is similar to Ranae 1482-

99 (for which see below). 

Equites 1111-1150 is also a combination of praise and 

abuse. It takes the form of an amoibaion between the chorus and 

Demos. The chorus begins by praising Demos, but immediately 

qualifies the praise by faulting him for his gullibility. This is 

unique in that the person abused is on stage and conversing with 

the chorus. But the abuse is not complete: in the second section 

Demos explains how he only appears to be taken advantage of by 

unscrupulous politicians: 

crKe~acre€ 6£ ~', €L cro~w~ 
. ) \ I 

aULou~ n€pL€pXO~aL 

LOU~ olo~€vou~ ~POV€LV 
K&~' teanaLUAA€LV. 

L~PW yap €KacrLoL' au
LOU~ ou6€ 60KWV opav 
KA€nLOvLa~' en€LL' &vay
Ka~w naALv te€~€LV 
&LL' av K€KA6~wcrl ~ou, 

K~~OV KaLa~~Awv. 

1141 

1145 

1150 

This lyric is also unique in being the only one in which 

the person praised is not one of the central characters; but this 

is just another example of the peculiar nature of the Equites. 

The final example of this type of lyric is Ranae 1482-

90-1491-99. It is a macarismus of Aeschylus, the poet who is to 

be brought back to life by Dionysus. His mental abilities are 

praised as is the case with other lyrics of praise: 

71Zimmermann, Untersuchungen, II:170. 



~aKaPLO~ y' &VDP ~xwv 
~uveaLV ~KpL~w~eVDV. 
rrapa ae rroAAolaLV ~aBelv. 

cae yap eO ~povelv aOKDaa~ 
rraALV &rreLaLV otKaa' ao, 

trr' &yaBQ ~ev ~Ol~ rroAL~aL~, 
err' byaBQ ae ~Ol~ €au~ou 
~uyyeveaL ~e Kat ~LAoLaL, 

aLa ~o auve~o~ etvaL. 

xapLev oOv ~D LWKpa~eL 
rrapaKaBD~evov AaAelv, 
brro~aAov~a ~ouaLKDv 

~a ~e ~eYLa~a rrapaALrr6v~a 
~ry~ ~pay~aLKD~ ~exvD~. 

~O a' trrt ae~volaLv AoyoLaL 
Kat aKapL~D~olaL ADPWV 
aLa~PL~DV bpyov rroLelaBaL, 

rrapa~povouv~o~ bvapo~. 

1482 

1490 

1495 

1499 

As we noted with Ach. 836 ff., praise of the hero is 

combined with abuse of extra-dramatic characters, although, 

79 

unlike that lyric, here "der Chor singt ein Lied, das formal 

hoheren Stil zeigt als die in der Komodie liblichen Intermezzi" .72 

A brief review of the lyrics treated in this chapter will 

bring together the important points. First, it can be seen that 

there is a distinct difference in the nature of the choral lyric-

abuse found in the parabatic sections and that found in the 

choral lyrics outside the parabases: in the parabases the targets 

of the abuse are almost always associated in some way with the 

chorus, whereas in the non-parabatic lyrics the abuse is not 

72Radermacher, Aristophanes' Frosche, 349, where, along 
with other evidence of the formal nature of this lyric, he 
compares this (for the use of anaphora) to the Rhodian Swallow
song (PMG 848). 
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prompted by any personal animosity. Thus the invective in the 

parabases always originates from a personal grievance (real or 

feigned) conferring some sort of justification (at least in the 

chorus· eyes), and often in response to what the chorus perceives 

to be a wrong which they have suffered as a comic chorus, or as 

representatives of the Athenian people (at the hands of 

politicians) .73 In this way Old Comedy is similar to the 

invective of the Iambographers: Archilochus abuses Lycambes and 

his daughters as a result of a broken vow; Hipponax (Fr.115 W.) 

as we have seen, also composed an elaborate curse against an 

oath-breaker. 74 

The chorus is often self-conscious and defensive about . 

its use of . invective and it will often assert moral justification 

for it, saying that those who are abused deserve the abuse. 75 For 

example, in the second parabasis of the Acharnenses the abuse is 

directed at Antimachus as being a choregus who has not treated 

the chorus in the customary fashion. Here the chorus speak as a 

comic chorus and not in their role as old Acharnian men. In the 

Equites Aristophanes puts no cvo~aa~L Kw~~6€LV into the 

parabasis, possibly because the entire play is made up of abusive 

exchanges between the sausage-seller and Paphlagon (representing 

73E.g. the chorus feels it has been personally wronged at 
Ach. 1150 ff., Pax 775-817, and Ran. 674-85-706-717. For the 
similar motives of the Iambographers, see Hendrickson, AJP 46 
(1925): 144 ff.; and C. Carey, CQ 36 (1986): 66. 

74Cf. Ach. 1150-73, where the choregus, Antimachus, has 
failed in the customary duties towards the chorus. 

75E.g. Eq. 1274 ff. 
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Cleon). There is, however, abuse in the second parabasis (1264 

ff.). As usual the abused (Thumantis and Lysistratus) are abused 

by the chorus speaking as a chorus of Athenians and not in their 

dramatic role. 

The ode and antode at Pax 775 ff; also fit this pattern. 

These lyrics (at the end of the parabasis) insert abuse into what 

was begun as a cletic hymn. As we have seen, the abused people 

(Carcinus and his sons in the ode, the brothers Morsimus and 

Melanthius in the antode) are abused for their shortcomings in 

the realm of tragic poetry (Morsimus and Melanthius) and dancing 

(Carcinus and his sons), in both of which the chorus, as a 

chorus, has a personal, or at least artistic, interest. In the 

Ranae Cleophon is abused on the charge of being a Thracian (675 

ff.), and in the antode (706 ff.) Cleigenes, a bath-house keeper, 

is abused: in both ode and ant ode , the abuse is made by the 

chorus in connection with their role as comic chorus. In the case 

of Cleophon, the abuse is introduced in connection with his 

supposed poor singing abilities, due, it is claimed, to his 

foreign origins. In the case of Cleigenes, the abuse is 

introduced in connection with the chorus I non-dramatic role as 

advisor to the Athenians. 76 

Further examples of this sort of choral invective are 

found at Aves 1470-81-1482-93-1553-64-1694-1705; and in the 

76Fraenkel, discussing the abuse in the parabasis of the 
Demoi of Eupolis [Beobachtungen zu Aristophanes, 202] states that 
the abuse in the parabatic parts of Aristophanes ' plays is always 
connected with "Gebethymnen", but this is not entirely true. 
There is one exception to this rule, for which see below. 
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parodos to the Ranae. R. Rosen, discussing the parodos to the 

Ranae, says that "the whole parodos is self-consciously 

invective, i.e., that it re-enacts some sort of invective ritual 

of a religious procession", but wishes also to see this as 

evidence that Aristophanes is "making . claims about the 

relation between comedy in general and its iambic heritage."?? 

This, however, is not obvious, and it would perhaps be better to 

say that, while Aristophanes is depicting the Eleusinian 

procession, we do not know with what fidelity to the truth he is 

doing so; after all, we know that he often mixes .together 

material drawn from various sources. Nor is a conscious imitation 

of the iambographers necessarily clear: as we have seen, 

iambographic invective sprang from the souring of personal 

reationships, and was not the impersonal type of abuse found in 

the parodos to the Ranae (to judge from what has survived). 

Such is the lyric abuse contained in the parabatic parts. 

The abuse in the other choral lyrics, on the other hand, is 

expressed in simple metres and simple strophic arrangements, 

which, as we have seen, are clearly imitations of folk-lyrics. 

The abuse in these lyrics is directed at targets who are in no 

way associated with the chorus either in a general artistic 

sense, or in the chorus' non-dramatic role as advisor to the 

state on political matters: the abuse takes the character of 

abuse for its own sake, without apologies. 

??Ralph Mark Rosen, .Old Comedy and the Iambographic 
Tradition, 115. 
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There is one possible exception to these two types of 

choral abuse in Aristophanes, which must be considered along with 

the rather similar example from Eupolis (Fr.99 K.-A.). The second 

parabasis of the Vespae (1265 ff.) provides an example of an ode 

in which the abuse is strikingly similar to that of the non-

parabatic choral lyrics; that is, there seems to be no connection 

between the abused person and the activities of the chorus. 

Further the metres used in the ode are simple, unsophisticated 

trochaics,78 again unlike the usual parabatic ode, where the 

typical practice is to adapt or parody a lyric of some poet who 

had attained 'classical ' status. Furthermore, the chorus does not 

sing a hymn, nor does it talk about its role as advisor to the 

Athenian Demos, but launches straight into the abuse. The 

fragment from the Demoi of Eupolis consists of series of brief 

iambic stanzas followed by trochaic tetrameters catalectic. It is 

clear (because of the tetrameters) that this fragment is from the 

parabasis, and this has caused scholars to speculate on the 

reasons for this unusual form. (One scholar, A. Korte, suggested 

that the Demoi represents an earlier stage in the development of 

Old Comedy,79 but of course there is no way to prove this.) 

Korte, however, while demonstrating how this parabasis differs 

from those of Aristophanes, omits Vespae 1265 ff. from his 

78See Macdowell, Aristophanes Wasps, note ad lac. for a 
metrical analysis. 

79Alfred Korte, 'Fragmente einer Handschrift der Demen 
des Eupolis, I Hermes 47 (1912): 276-313, esp. 293. 



comparison. 80 Still, the parallel is not exact: in the Demoi a 

series of targets is abused (as in the Ranae 416 ff.), while in 

the Vespae only one man, Amynias, is attacked. 
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Some of the praise-lyrics have been included to show that 

a distinction exists among them similar to that among the abuse

lyrics. The simple songs of praise which use popular metres and 

colloquial idiom fall between the iambic scenes and alternate 

with the abuse-lyrics, while the more elaborate praise-lyrics are 

found in the parabases. 

Conclusion 

We saw in Chapter Two that, much more than Tragedy, Old 

Comedy made use of the simple, popular forms of lyric found in 

contemporary Athens. These folk-lyrics were employed almost 

exclusively in the choral stasima which occur in the iambic 

scenes of each drama. Of course, as with all the other material 

from the popular life of Athens of which Aristophanes made use, 

he felt free to adapt folk-lyric as he pleased. This is seen 

clearly in the example of Eq. 973 ff.: in these lyrics the simple 

aeolic cola (glyconics and pherecrateans) are used with 

enjambement, in what is meant to be an imitation (or parody) of 

tragic IJubellieder."81 This mixing of the colloquial and the 

literary is also seen in the use of language, for example, at Eq. 

80Kbrte, ibid. 

81See above, p.63. 
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1264 ff. (the second parabasis), where colloquial and abusive 

language is set among what is an obvious adaptation of a Pindaric 

prosodion. 82 

We also saw that true Attic scolia are rare in 

Aristophanes and what is left of Old Comedy. Where they do occur 

no pattern in their use can be established. It also became clear 

in the discussion of Aristophanes' use of scolia that the 

collection in Athenaeus seems to be representative: Aristophanes 

uses either the scolia found in the collection, or else those 

very similar to them. 

In the foregoing discussions we have also seen how the 

lyrics qf abuse may be divided in general into two groups, the 

simpler lyrics found outside the parabatic parts, and the lyrics 

of the parabasis and the second parabasis (this applies also to 

the praise-lyrics). 

We may conclude that, although the comic abuse may well 

have originated in cult, considering the abundant evidence for 

ritualized abuse at the Thesmophoria, the Stenia, the Haloa, and 

the Mysteries, this cannot be accepted entirely without doubt. 

The influence of the iambographers can be seen in that sort of 

invective which involves the chorus in a personal quarrel with 

the target of the abuse. This is found particularly in the use of 

elaborate curses such as that at Acharnenses 1150 ff. The other 

sort of abuse-lyric can then be seen to represent a popular 

tradition of non-malicious abuse which surrounded many of the 

82See above, p.64. 
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religious celebrations, of which the YE$upla~6~, associated with 

the Mysteries, is merely one example. It must be remembered that 

the YE$upLa~6~ may not have been part of the cult itself, but 

merely part of the carnival atmosphere which went along with its 

celebration. 

An important point was made by Rosen,83 namely that there 

is no direct evidence for the form which popular types of abuse 

took. Rosen assumes that it will have been iambic (and therefore 

represents the influence of the iambographers), but should not 

the simple aeolic metres which we have seen in the choral stasima 

in Aristophanes also be considered for this role? Should we not 

consider it likely that Aristophanes, when he wishes to recreate 

the carnival-like atmosphere of the popular religious festivals, 

uses the most common popular forms, whether it be called 

gephyrismos, tothasmos, etc., (though here, too, we have also 

seen that Aristophanes may not have copied his models precisely)? 

This category would also include the simple iambic and trochaic 

stanzas, so that the originators of the form need not be the 

iambographers, but the folk-tradition, which after all was common 

to the iambographers as well. 

This association of popular lyric-forms with aKw~~aLa in 

its simplest forms (by 'simplest' I mean, abuse for the pure fun 

of it, and with no other purpose asserted, however insincerely) 

is strong evidence that this was no mere invention of 

Aristophanes, but that he was acting under the influence of the 

83See above, footnote 30 . 
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popular cultural tradition. Where, as in the parabatic parts, he 

indulges in imitation of the classic poets, he makes it clear 

that the abuse is uttered not simply for the sake of abuse, but 

that some point, whether political, moral, or artistic, is being 

made. This shows perhaps the influence of the iambographers, who 

do not seem to have uttered invective indiscriminately : their 

invective sprang from a perceived, or at least alleged, 

injustice, and it was not frivolous, as is true of much of the 

comic abuse of Old Comedy. Whether or not this distinction may be 

applied to Eupolis too, is unanswerable, since, although the 

parabasis of the Demoi shows simple, popular forms in the abuse

lyrics (and so may be reckoned as evidence in support of the 

answer 'No'), we have seen that such lyrics are not entirely 

alien to the parabases of Aristophanes. This fact, and the fact 

that we know so little of the structure of Old Comedy apart from 

Aristophanes, make it impossible to generalize. 
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